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ABSTRACT
Depression and suicide rates have been and continue to be high in Hungary relative to
other European countries. An investigation of cultural and social circumstances in Hungary
that might exacerbate these rates needs to be undertaken to elucidate potential risk factors for
these rates. This study investigated how four Hungarian women (both native and from
immigrant families) living in the United States make sense of depression in their families
with a particular focus on triggers. Data was gathered in the form of family stories about
depression during interviews and analyzed using grounded theory analysis. In making sense
of depression in their families these four women narrate stories of identity loss, a negative
Hungarian worldview, and historical references to collective Hungarian traumas, drawing
upon family stories in constructing a particular Hungarian Traumatic Cultural Identity in
explaining origins for depression. The construction of this identity also provides therapeutic
value as the women make sense of their and their family members’ depression. This study
has important implications for mental health professionals in culturally-competent screening
and diagnosis of both Hungarian immigrants and descendants suffering from depression in
the United States.
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Chapter One: Introduction
Many countries that were part of the former USSR exhibited high rates of suicide
ranging from 13 to 42 per 100,000 people before the bloc broke apart December 26, 1991
(Rihmer et al. 20131). Hungary, a former satellite of the Soviet Union, had a suicide rate that
was one of the highest in the world at 44.9 per 100,000 in 1980. Hungary’s rate declined to
24.25 per 100,000 people in 2011 after the Hungarian economy transitioned from a USSRdominated satellite and Communist-based economic system to an independent parliamentary
representative democratic republic with a neo-liberal capitalist economy (Székely et al.
2013). This much-reduced rate of suicide is still high-ranking 16th relative to all countries for
both sexes and is one of the highest in the European union (Zonda et al. 2005, Székely et al.
2013). The goal here will be to determine what about Hungarian culture and cultural identity
increases risk for suicide.
Szanto et al. (2007) note that depression is often the antecedent to suicide and thus,
determining the triggers for depression in Hungarians might provide insights into their
vulnerability to suicide. The World Health Organization (2016) describes depression as a
“common mental disorder” that can be characterized as “mild, moderate, or severe” and that
can result in “some difficulty in continuing with ordinary work and social activities, but will
probably not cease to function completely” in a mild case. In the case of a severe episode,
such functionality might cease completely and may result in suicide. Contributing factors, or
triggers, are described as a conjunction of social, psychological, and biological influences

Although Rihmer et al. do not define how they use “Hungarian,” the raw data they analyzed
came from the Hungarian Central Statistical Office (https://www.ksh.hu/?lang=en) which
gathers annual information on causes of death in the Hungarian population among other
statistical data.
1

that lead to depression. Depression is the most common form of disability worldwide and
affects women at higher rates than men (World Health Organization 2016). Hungarians have
similarly high rates of depression in addition to high suicide rates (Almasi et al. 2009, Balázs
2012).
Researchers have noted different triggers connected to the prevalence of both suicide
and depression among Hungarians (Schultz 1995, Várdy 1997, Voracek 2006, Döme 20102,
Sebestyen et al. 2010, Stauder et al. 2010, Bitter and Kurimay 2012, Rihmer et al. 2012,
Rihmer et al. 2013). Bitter and Kurimay (2012) have suggested that depression among
Hungarians is attributed to high rates of drug and alcohol addiction and Stauder et al. (2010)
argue that chronic stress and the mismanagement thereof leads to depression. Schultz (1995)
provides a more complex explanation in that she believes there to be an identity crisis for
Hungarians forever torn between identifying with the Asiatic east and the European west as a
reason for their malaise. Schultz’s characterization of Hungary as an outsider between two
powerful political forces could contribute to high rates of depression, as is demonstrated by
studies of high depression rates among minority populations such as LGBTQ groups and
ethnic minorities throughout Europe (Bostwick et al. 2014, Missinne and Bracke 2012).
Várdy (1997) brings historical Hungarian traumas as a contributing factor into the
discussion of Hungarian depression. Sebestyen et al. (2010) have studied the relationship
between seasonal depression, suicide rates, and the effects of antidepressant use among both
Hungarian males and females, noting that antidepressant prescription correlated with a
In defining who they consider to be Hungarian, Döme et al. 2010 note that they “determined
the season of birth-associated risk of completed suicide between the years 1970 and 2008
among all individuals who were born in the area of today’s Hungary between 1930 and 1939,
1941 and 1942, and 1944 and 1969” (148).
2
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decreased suicide rate. Rihmer et al. (2012) have linked depression among Hungarians to a
family history of suicide and Voracek (2006) has discussed a potential genetic explanation
for the high rates of suicide among Finno-Ugric language-speaking peoples, the language
group to which Hungary belongs. Despite this research and the decrease in suicide rates in
Hungary in recent decades, both depression and suicide continue to be a problem in
Hungarian society (Rihmer et al. 2013).
To further examine and understand the problem of Hungarian depression and suicide,
an approach that emphasizes cultural and social contexts might be taken. The experience of
mental health is influenced by one’s social and cultural contexts (Caplan et al. 2013). There
is limited literature on the greater cultural context in which depression and suicide are
situated (Brunstein et al. 2016, Langdon et al. 2016, Urban et al. 2016, Villabolos and
Bridges 2016). Most analyses have focused on individual psychology (Dinsdale et al. 2016,
Hortynska et al. 2016) and epidemiology (Coenen et al. 2016, Roberts et al. 2016), that is, the
factors that increase risk for depression or suicide (Hesdorffer 2016, Park and Song 2016,
Weiss et al. 2016). The case of Hungarian depression and suicide could be illuminated
through an examination of those greater cultural contexts—including historical
circumstances and manifestations of cultural identity—in which instances of depression and
suicide occur.
There are many benefits to considering how cultural contexts influence mental health
and how one’s own ethnic identification might moderate experiences of mental health.
Smokowski et al. (2014) examine the relationship between ethnic identity, which they define
as the terms people use to describe themselves as part of a particular cultural group, and
mental health among American Indian youth. They note that among adolescent members of
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the Lumbee tribe of south-central North Carolina, fostering ethnic self-identification protects
against anxiety and depressive symptoms. Brown and colleagues (2012), in a challenge to
sociologists to consider the intersections of race, ethnicity, and nativity when examining
mental health, assert the importance of acknowledging such cultural influences on
experiences of mental health in diverse populations as the United States becomes
increasingly ethnically- and racially-heterogenous and demands sociocultural competency in
both research and in clinical settings. Umaña-Taylor and Updegraff (2007) note that among
Latino adolescents, the more they explored their ethnic self-identification, the less likely they
were to suffer from anxiety and the higher their self-esteem. Research in the relationship
between cultural contexts, especially ethnic identification and mental health, enriches the
knowledge of the field and can further illuminate the ways in which ethnic identity interacts
with depression.
The study of the intersections of culture, particularly ethnic identity, and mental
health has important implications for clinical settings. Such an approach offers valuable
information on differential health beliefs, particularly causal beliefs or triggers, to
supplement health care providers’ perspectives when diagnosing and treating a patient from a
culture different from their own. Since causal beliefs do vary so greatly cross-culturally, the
“one-size-fits-all” approach does not guarantee that a patient’s needs will be met (Garcés et
al. 2006, Purnell 2014). Without such knowledge of culture-specific causal beliefs, proper
diagnosis, initial treatment, and prescriptions as well as long-term treatment plans are
unlikely to be fully culturally comprehensive, increasing the risk of patient non-compliance
and/or the ineffectiveness of treatment plans (Lang 1989). A study of beliefs and cultural and
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social contexts of Hungarian experiences of depression can enrich cultural competency in the
clinical setting.
Taking into account the insight that mental health research into cultural contexts
might provide, the objective here will be to elucidate experiences of depression for a sample
of Hungarians living outside of Hungary by interviewing them about shared family stories of
depression. While the high suicide rate among Hungarians in Hungary has been discussed
(Bitter and Kurimay 2012, Rihmer et al. 2012, Stauder et al. 2010), Voracek (2006) notes
that Hungarian immigrants in the United States have the highest suicide rates among
Hungarians. A study of depression among Hungarians in the United States could elucidate
why these higher suicide rates exist. Analysis of the details within the narratives provides
information on triggers for depression and how cultural contexts influence risk for
depression. Of particular interest will be the construction of ethnic identity, perhaps more
salient when living outside of Hungary (Kolozsvári 2013), the shared narratives that reflect
shared cultural heritage, the meaningful symbols and events that define what it means to be
Hungarian, and how being “colonized” and dominated by a different culture helps create a
negative view of their world—but which might also provide means of coping with depression
and cultural trauma.
Interviews will elicit lay beliefs in the form of family stories about the causes of
depression among Hungarian women. Lay beliefs provide much detail about the values and
triggers for depression in this community and are a rich resource for clinicians (Caplan et al.
2013, Kangas 2001, Lindenmeyer et al. 2011) and the study of narratives provide insight into
the construction of ethnic identity (Brown 2006). Lay beliefs include stories about family and
friends. Biomedical clinicians do not value the patient perspective unless it interferes with
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compliance to physician orders (Pachter 1994). Narrative scholarship provides a
methodology that allows one to fill that gap (Hurst et al. 2011).
The particular approach this study offers to understand the ways in which Hungarians
construct their ethnic identity and, in turn, understand their depression is from linguistic
anthropology concerning identities, the linguistic practices that construct them, and the
language ideologies in which people operate (Irvine and Gal 2000). Language ideologies are
the “the ideas with which participants and observers frame their understanding of linguistic
varieties and map those understandings onto people, events, and activities that are significant
to them” (Irvine and Gal 2000: 402). The three concepts that encompass this theoretical
framework are iconization, fractal recursivity, and erasure. All three processes are ways of
distinguishing a particular group from another based on a group’s linguistic practices and are
a way of constructing identity. Briefly, iconization involves associating a particular way of
engaging in language with a particular group of people. Fractal recursivity involves
associating those linguistic practices with a certain group, and not another group, of actors.
Erasure involves simplifying a particular group’s linguistic practices and in doing so ignoring
their experiences. All three of these components of the narrative structuring of cultural
identity will appear in the narratives of study participants.
Particularly, I will argue that family stories are embedded in the Hungarian cultural
context, and that participants drew upon aspects of Hungarian “cultural resources” (Garro
2000a:332) to understand depression etiology within their own particular family. As will be
discussed, many of the stories that participants share will focus on traumatic and seemingly
negative events in 20th-century Hungary, but the narratives provide important means of
making sense of depression. While their content may be negative, the narratives provide
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therapeutic value in aiding the understanding of the origin of depression and simultaneously
reinforce identity—which, as discussed above, has been shown to protect mental health
(Smokowski et al. 2014, Umaña-Taylor and Updegraff 2007).
Narratives are a component of the practices that people use to distinguish themselves
from others. Noting that engaging in narrative reflection is central to the process of making
sense of illness (Kleinman 1989), and that the reproduction of narratives among a particular
group of people is part of what constitutes and reinforces their identity (Lebow 2012), this
particular approach offers a way to understand the narrative mechanisms by which
Hungarians make sense of their depression. It also offers a glimpse into the process of the
particular identity I will be calling “Traumatic Cultural Identity,” or TCI, and which offers an
important and therapeutic way of placing depression in social and cultural contexts, aiding in
understanding and coping with depression. The resilience of what it means to be Hungarian
will be explored across generations relative to depression in families with a history of
depressed individuals.
This thesis is divided into nine chapters. Chapter two explores various constructions
of ethnic identity and discusses how I will be approaching Hungarian ethnic identity. Chapter
three provides an overview of Hungarian history with a focus on twentieth-century events
and collective traumas. Chapter four discusses the functions of illness narratives. Chapter
five provides an outline of my theoretical framework. Chapter six is an overview of
methodology including sample design and analysis. Chapter seven provides results which
chapter eight is a discussion of those results. Chapter nine is the conclusion.
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Chapter Two: The Social Construction of Ethnic Identity
This chapter provides a framework for defining and discussing ethnic identification in
the context of being Hungarian. I will query the participants about what it means to be
Hungarian and analyze their responses using the social constructivist framework of ethnicity
described by Koulish (2005) and Yinger (1976). Koulish differentiates between essentialist
and “primordial” (Shils 1957:130) social constructivist understandings of ethnicity. The
former assumes a fixed definition of ethnicity, bound by a common language, ancestry, and
territory, while the latter offers an understanding of ethnicity that is fluid and shaped by
sociocultural factors such as “symbolism, discourse, group psychology, and social
boundaries etc” (Koulish 2005:312).
Ethnicity and nationhood are often complex, ambiguous, and dynamic categories of
identification (Behr et al. 2002, Mirza 2013, Preis 2013) and there do exist a multiplicity of
ways in which the term “Hungarian” can be used and understood (Behr 2002, Brubaker 2006,
Karácsony and Rona 2011, Kolozsvári 2013, Palonen 2013). Behr (2002), in a study of what
it meant to be Hungarian in a rural community in Hungary, noted that being born in Hungary
was most the most important criteria in whether one was considered Hungarian or not.
Palonen (2013) discusses the ways in which Fidesz, who now holds the parliamentary
majority in Hungary, constructed Hungarian nationhood through architecture and
commemoration in public spaces during the early 2000’s. Brubaker (2006) holds that
ethnicity is constructed in the everyday lives of Hungarians in Cluj, Transylvania, where they
represent a large minority and that they are mostly ambivalent to the politics of nationalism
that surround them. Kolozsvári (2013) discusses the ways in which Hungarian immigrants to
the United States reconstruct their ethnicity once they have arrived, maintaining that their
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ethnic self-identification grows stronger as they reexamine what it means to be Hungarian.
Far-right, radical nationalist party Jobbik attempts to exclude the Roma community in
Hungary from their definition of Hungarian and has identified them as part of the reason for
Hungary’s recent economic problems (Karácsony and Rona 2011).
In Hungary’s current political climate, what it means to “be Hungarian” is being
contested and often focuses on including Hungarian minority communities in surrounding
countries in this definition, especially the large Hungarian communities in Romania and
Slovakia that were displaced due to the Treaty of Trianon (Pytlas 2013). The controversial
2001 so-called “Status Law” allows Hungarians living in minority communities in
neighboring countries to be given special work and voting rights—the ability to participate in
the Hungarian economic and political system—in Hungary as long as they are able to prove
Hungarian ancestry (Waterbury 2006). Thus, Hungary’s current nationalistic, right wing
political climate defines “being Hungarian” through bloodlines and represents the essentialist
iteration of ethnicity (Shils 1957) as opposed to the social constructivist definition (Koulish
2005). This is in conjunction with increasing xenophobic attitudes in the country as it
struggles with the migrant crisis; Fidesz and other right-wing parties such as Jobbik have
been very vocal about protecting the country’s borders from what has been characterized as
an invasion of Muslims, aka non-Hungarians (Kallius et al. 2016). The increasingly fixed
definition of what it means to be Hungarian in the country’s political scene has coincided
with such racist and xenophobic sentiments.
This thesis will treat study participants’ ethnicity not as a fixed category of
identification but as an unfixed, dynamic process that assumes “interpersonal,
phenomenological negotiation of social categories” (Koulish 2005:312) that is reflected in
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study participants’ understandings of and interactions with their family history as well as the
narrative representations of their collective Hungarian history.
The social constructivist approach to defining ethnicity is useful in this context
because of its focus on discourse and the dynamic, fluid nature of ethnic identity (Koulish
2005). Respondents in this study--as members of a particular ethnic group--participate in a
particular form of discourse characterized by recalling memories of depression in the social
context of their families and cultural context of being Hungarian. The dynamic, fluid nature
of their ethnic identification is reflected in the ways in which they negotiate identity through
interpersonal relationships, for instance, interactions with family members (or memories of
interactions) in particular. Again, Koulish’s description of the social constructivist approach
to ethnic identity is useful here. His emphasis on discourse and interpersonal negotiation as
ways of participating in ethnic identity—recalling family history as a particular form of
discourse and negotiating interpersonal family relationships—are central concepts.
Milton Yinger (1976) is a social constructivist and sociologist and defines ethnicity as
“a segment of a larger society whose members are thought, by themselves and/or others, to
have a common origin and to share important segments of a common culture and who, in
addition, participate in shared activities in which the common origin and culture are
significant ingredients” (200). The “common origin” refers in this thesis to Hungarian
ancestry—whether participants are first- or second-generation or Hungarian immigrants—
and their self-ascribed Hungarian identification, which per Yinger’s definition is how they
distinguish themselves from the people of the larger society in which they live. Interviews
will elicit their shared “important segments of a common culture” (1976: 200), which
includes also their shared family histories of depression as well as their Hungarian history
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with its traumatic events. Their “shared activities” (200) are the narrative processes by which
they understand depression by making references to a common, traumatic past. The common
origin of Hungarian ancestry and common culture of family history of depression and shared
collective traumas are the “significant ingredients” (200) in the shared activity of narrative
processes.
In this study, Yinger’s (1976) definition refers to participants as well as to family
members who are central figures in family stories, references made by participants to
Hungarians in general and in historical context, and when participants interchangeably use
“Magyar” (the Hungarian word for “Hungarian”) to describe themselves or other Hungarians
when referring to their ethnic identification. Again referring to the self-ascribed “common
origin” (1976:200) of being Hungarian and the “common culture” (200) of sharing a
traumatic history, as well as the narrative practices of making sense of trauma which have
long been a part of Hungarian culture (Pytlas 2013), Hungarians in the historical context do
indeed belong to this same group.
One exception to this constructivist definition (Yinger 1976) of Hungarian ethnicity
will be in discussions of early history of Hungary. In descriptions of the settlement of the
Carpathian Basin, the transition to Christianity, and the lives of the peoples that settled in the
area that roughly corresponds to what is today’s geographic Hungary, I will be referring to
the Finno-Ugric language groups that migrated from the Ural Mountains in the fourth and
fifth centuries AD (Makkai 1990) and not those who are associated with this constructivist
way of conceptualizing ethnic identity.
A short history of early Hungary with emphasis on events in the twentieth-century is
given in the next section in order to contextualize the traumatic memories that participants
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discuss in their narratives of depression. These events are represented in narrative form and
are part of the process of constructing the Hungarian Traumatic Cultural Identity, an identity
which is integral to participants’ sense-making processes in understanding their depression.
Chapter Three: Hungarian History and Cultural Background
Early Hungarian History
Historical and comparative linguistic evidence support the hypothesis that
Hungarians--or “Magyars,” as Hungarians refer to themselves--originated in Siberia and still
have linguistic neighbors in small communities there (Kontler 2002). Hungary’s closest
linguistic relatives on the European continent are the Estonians and Finns, both located in
Northern Europe. Hungary’s linguistic isolation makes it an interesting case as far as the
study of comparative historical linguistics is concerned because of its cultural, but not
linguistic, similarities to its East-Central European neighbors. Despite this linguistic
isolation, Hungarian culture—its vibrant folk traditions, style of government, and history—
has shaped and been shaped by the cultural practices of its Indo-European neighbors, even
borrowing many words from both Slavic and Germanic languages (Kontler 2002). Hungary’s
relative isolation in terms of language and non-European origin, however—despite cultural
identification with its European neighbors, especially during the era of the Austro-Hungarian
Empire—has contributed to competing discourses of belonging between whether Hungary
should identify with the Asian east or European west (Davis 2011).
The Carpathian Basin, which Hungarians consider their historic home, was actually
first settled by the linguistically based Indo-Europeans (Makkai 1990). This group included
Germanic and Romance language speaking peoples but not the Finno-Ugric Hungarians
(Makkai 1990). Romans, Huns, and Avars claimed territory in the Carpathian Basin in the
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centuries following the arrival of Indo-Europeans during the Neolithic Age (Engel 2001).
There was much conflict among these early settlers but Hungarian settlements remained
surrounded by Slavic and Germanic peoples in the Carpathian Basin (Engel 2001).
Major political changes impacted Hungarians in the last part of the first century AD.
Hungary became an official Christian nation in 1000 AD under the leadership of Prince Géza
and his son István of the Árpád dynasty (Makkai 1990). Hungarian historians consider the
introduction of Christianity to be the beginnings of modern Hungary (Engel 2001). These
changes were not seamless, however. The political transformation that would eventually
establish a Christian monarchy in Hungary was met with political opposition by the pagan
leader Koppány who wished Hungary to remain a loosely organized group of tribes.
However, Géza consolidated power and established what would evolve to be the modern
Hungarian nation-state. His son István was also instrumental in establishing the Christian
monarch and would become the patron saint of the country (Engel 2001). This cultural and
political transition to Christianity marked Hungary’s identification with Western Europe as
opposed to identifying with its original Asian origins (Davis 2011).
The country endured centuries of foreign occupation as Western Christendom became
the prevailing political structure in Hungary (Burger 2006), a theme upon which participants
elaborated and which would be an integral part of the formation of their particular Hungarian
identity. The Turks of the Ottoman Empire invaded Hungary early in the 16th century and
managed to occupy the eastern part of the country until the late 1600’s (Engel 2001). The
Ottoman evacuation of Hungary was followed by rule of the Austrian Habsburg monarchical
lineage and the country was once again occupied by foreign forces (Engel 2001). The
transition from Ottoman to Austrian rule characterized prevailing discourses in Hungary that
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shifted from Eastern cultural identifications based on Eurasian origins to Christian-based,
Western cultural identification (Davis 2011).
Austro-Hungarian Empire and WWI
The Austro-Hungarian Empire was a political unit consisting of eleven national
groups including Germans, Hungarians, Poles, Italians, Croatians, Czechs, Slovaks, Serbians,
Slovenians, Romanians, and Ukrainians (Mason 2013). Political power of this conglomerate
rested in the hands of the Austrian Habsburg Monarchy, when it was known simply as the
Austrian Empire, from 1804-1867. The Austro-Hungarian Compromise was ratified by
Hungarian parliament in 1867 and created a constitutional union between two states: the
Austrian Empire and the newly recognized Kingdom of Hungary. Each had its own prime
minister and parliament. The Compromise of 1867 recognized the validity of the Kingdom of
Hungary, and Franz Joseph’s title became “emperor-king”—emperor in Austria and King in
Hungary. This structural change would remain in place until after WWI and the dissolution
of the dual-monarchic system in 1918 (Mason 2013).
There was an attempt by Hungarian nationalists to gain independence from the
Habsburgs in the revolution of 1848, one of two important revolutions in Hungarian history,
which was ultimately unsuccessful (Deák 1990). This struggle for independence was part of a
wave of European political and social reform that was influenced and inspired by the French
Revolution (Kosáry 1971). Lajos Kossuth—who would be Hungary’s Regent-President
during the revolution and eventually became a national hero—was instrumental in
demanding change in Vienna. Kossuth’s goals included increasing Hungarian national selfconsciousness through reform in relations with Vienna, including in governmental affairs and
the implementation of a separate currency. Kossuth was successful in many aspects of his
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reform goals but military forces in Vienna proved to be too much for the Hungarian
Revolutionaries and they were ultimately defeated (Kosáry 1971). This revolution remains
one of the most widely commemorated events in Hungarian history (Brubaker and
Feischmidt 2002), and the narrative components of Hungarian Traumatic Cultural Identity
were apparent during this event, as the goal of national self-consciousness was an effort to
establish Hungary as separate from Austria (the narrative component of fractal recursivity,
per Irvine and Gal (2000)).
The Austrian Habsburg family remained in alliance with the Hungarian monarchy
until the dissolution of the Austro-Hungarian Empire after WWI (Kontler 2002). The
outbreak of WWI in 1914, which began with the murder of the heir to the Austrian crown,
Franz Ferdinand, by the Serbian student and nationalist Gavrilo Princip was predicted by
many to be a short and painless war (Jeszenszky 1990). The outbreak of the war saw
Hungarian troops, who were members of the Empire, departing for battle with enthusiastic
ethnic Hungarian civilian support for the Austro-Hungarian war effort. Austria-Hungary was
initially successful against the Allied forces but it was ultimately defeated in 1918, due
partially to exhaustion among Hungarians in particular, who supplied proportionally more
troops and resources for the war effort than their Austrian counterparts (Jeszenszky 1990).
The Empire’s dissolution at the end of the war came about partially because of AustriaHungary’s loss and was hastened due to rising nationalism among the many and various
ethnic groups in the political conglomerate who were demanding ethnic self-determination,
including Hungary (Deák 1997). The dissolution process took only a few days, and those
ethnic groups who had become increasingly outspoken as minorities within the Empire were
granted their own nation-state status. Hungary lost two-thirds of its territory to other ethnic
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groups part of the former Empire due to its dissolution, a loss which would eventually inform
part of the historical trauma recognized by Hungarians and elaborated upon by participants
(Deák 1997).
Due to the collapse of the Austro-Hungarian Empire after WWI, Hungary’s ties to the
Habsburg monarchy dissolved (Kontler 2002). The country was also simultaneously struck
with losing much of its land to Romania, Slovakia, Serbia, Austria, and Ukraine in the Treaty
of Trianon (Kontler 2002). In the aftermath of the war, the many ethnic groups who were part
of the political conglomerate of the Empire either formed their own nation-states—as was the
case among Czechs, Slovaks, and Slovenes, for example—or joined neighboring co-national
states, as was the case among the Serbs, Romanians, and German-speaking Austrians (Deák
1997). Much of the land required to form these new nation-states was parceled out from the
Hungarian side of the former Austria-Hungary Empire due to the presence of large minorities
in those areas (Kontler 2002).
Following the end of WWI, the ramifications of the Treaty of Trianon were drawn out
by the winning side, the Allied Powers, which consisted of France, the British Empire, and
the Russian Empire (de Daruvar 1974). Part of the Treaty of Versailles, the peace treaty that
officially ended the state of war between Germany and the Allied Powers, the Treaty of
Trianon (named after the Trianon palace located in Versailles, in which the treaty was
signed) allocated two-thirds of Hungarian territory to the neighboring countries of Romania,
the newly-formed but since dismembered states of Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia and the
new state of Austria (Kontler 2002). The following maps show the territorial changes as well
as the current Hungarian diaspora on the European continent.
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Figure 1
Pre-Trianon Austria-Hungary

Image courtesy of: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Austria-Hungary

Figure 2
Post-WWI Hungary

Image courtesy of http://www.americanhungarianfederation.org/news_trianon.htm
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Figure 3
Map of Hungarian diaspora on European continent

Image courtesy of
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/thumb/a/a3/Dist_of_hu_lang_europe.svg/2
000px-Dist_of_hu_lang_europe.svg.png
The results of Trianon were felt in many facets of the Hungarian-speaking world,
both within and outside of the new borders (de Daruvar 1974). As a result of Trianon, ethnic
minorities were no longer part of the rich cultural scene (de Daruvar 1974) (although it
should be noted here that prior to the treaty “Magyarization”, or the forced assimilation of
Romanians and Slovakians in the former kingdom was very real in policy and culture (Pytlas
2013:167)). The land loss due to Trianon was also economically devastating especially
considering the resource-rich segment of land given to Romania (de Daruvar 1974).
Historical Hungary—the area encompassing the Hungarian side of the former Empire—felt
the loss of the culturally- and historically-significant regions of Transylvania and the Bánát,
with their German-speaking minorities; Burgenland, with its rich wine tradition; as well as
other cherished parts of the former kingdom which represented significant places and
historical events in the collective imaginations of Hungarians (Cornelius 2012). Study
participants often mentioned the loss of these lands as particularly traumatic as they
discussed depression in historical context in Hungary.
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In addition to the loss of culturally significant minority language groups and resourceheavy land came the loss of Hungarian-speaking majority group citizens of the former
kingdom (Várdy 1983). With the redistribution of this land—which amounted to 93,000
kilometers of the pre-Trianon area of 282,000 square kilometers—came the loss of millions
of Hungarian-speakers, many of whom were separated from their families, lost their
businesses and livelihoods, and were suddenly displaced peoples (Várdy 1983).
Immediate reactions to the treaty included outrage on the part of citizens and all
active political groups (Hann 2015). In fact, language at the time used to describe the treaty’s
effects included such strong descriptions as the country having been “mutilated” (Hann
2015:99). Count István Bethlen, former Prime Minister of the country, passionately decried
the treaty, in that “the soul of the Hungarian nation revolts in every fibre against this sentence
and never will cease to do so while Magyars are living on earth! We feel that this struggle is
the part of national honour and duty of our generation because we stand up also for the
honour of thirty-five generations of our ancestors and that of our national history” (Bethlen
1933:5). Bethlen’s speech to the Cambridge University League of Nations Union illustrates
the immediate reaction to the outcomes of the treaty as well as future emotional attitudes
regarding it, particularly during the period between the two world wars. While discussion of
the Treaty was considered taboo during Hungary’s years as a Communist satellite (Várdy
1983), recent years have seen a resurgence of the idea of returning land lost due to Trianon to
Hungary in the political scene (Pirro 2014).
While the Treaty of Trianon would eventually become a collective trauma
specifically recognized by the Hungarians, and while this thesis argues that this trauma
narrative has been instrumental in shaping Hungarian identity as it exists today, it is true that
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before the territorial changes associated with the treaty Hungary was part of the AustroHungarian Empire. This would make it difficult to imagine that the trauma narrative would
be specifically about Hungarian identity and not Austro-Hungarian identity. However, as will
be argued, Hungarians today do claim this trauma narrative as their own and not part of
anyone else's history—not Austria's, for example, or the other nationalities whose lives were
affected by the dismemberment of the empire. This claiming of the trauma of Trianon again
invokes Irvine and Gal's (2000) iconicity, or the process of associating a particular way of
doing something—in this case, identifying with a trauma narrative—with a particular group
and not some other group in the construction of identity, which is fractal recursivity. In this
case the association of the trauma narrative of the Treaty of Trianon as a Hungarian trauma,
and not a trauma experienced by other nationalities in East-Central Europe, is an essential
component of the identity formation process.
Interwar Hungary
The interwar period in Hungary was marked by tumult among various groups of
politicians competing for power in the young Hungarian nation, among which some groups
were intent on irredentism, a philosophy which included a call for the revision of the Treaty
of Trianon with the goal of reallocation of the land that was lost due to its ramifications
(Várdy 1983). Among the most prominent irredentist voices was Admiral Miklós Horthy,
who was leader of the Kingdom of Hungary during not only the interwar period but most of
WWII as well (Várdy 1983). Horthy’s leadership saw the banning of the Hungarian
Communist Party who had attempted political reform during the interwar period (Vari 2012).
Horthy was a major player in the campaign to revise Trianon’s ramifications (Várdy 1983).
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Hungary experienced several years of political turmoil between the two World Wars,
with revisionists asking for the reallocation of the land that was lost due to Trianon, Social
Democrat revolutionaries promising progressive internal political reform, and counterrevolutionary politicians attacking any liberal reform with nationalist, anti-Semitic, and antiSocialist rhetoric (Deák 1997). There was a constant political conversation regarding the
future of the new nation-states, formerly part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, which had
formed in the wake of WWI and in which Hungary’s various governments had a particular
interest due to the presence of Hungarian minorities there. When WWII broke out in 1939
with Germany’s attack on Poland, Hungary’s government was intent on revising the Treaty
(Várdy 1983).
As Hungary became involved in WWII on the German side, hopes that the lost
territory would be regained were realized (Várdy 1983). The Axis Powers promised a return
to pre-Trianon borders for Hungary in exchange for its loyalty to the German war effort.
Because of this agreement under Admiral Horthy, pre-war borders were indeed partially
restored for a short while with the annexation of those parts of Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia,
and Romania which had been part of Hungary under Habsburg rule (Vari 2012). The
revisionist goals were only successful for a short period of time, however, as with the loss of
WWII came the return to post-Trianon border rearrangements (Várdy 1983). These borders
constitute modern geographic Hungary (Hungarian Swedish Online Resources).
Hungary during WWII
While Germany adopted the anti-Semitic Nuremberg Laws, Hungary followed suit
and enacted similar anti-Semitic legislation beginning in 1938 (Braham 2000a). When
Hungary entered the war in 1941, it sent 100,000 Hungarian Jewish men to forced labor
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camps where 40,000 of them died, and later that year at least 15,000 Jews were sent to
German-occupied Ukraine where they were murdered by the Nazis (2000a). Despite these
initial deportations, the “conservative-aristocratic” Hungarian government was resistant to
further mass deportations of Hungarian Jewry (2000a:413).
When a new prime minister was appointed to the Hungarian parliament later during
the war, a more cooperative government agreed to mass deportations of Jews (Braham
2000a). The month of May in 1944 marked the beginning of several weeks of collaboration
among the Hungarian government officials, the police, civilian administrators and the new
Head-of-State Miklós Horthy in efforts to liquidate the Hungarian Jewish community
(2000a). The deportations were met with much more than cooperation, as Braham notes:
“The SS commandos were, in fact, amazed at the enthusiasm with which their Hungarian
counterparts were ready to ‘solve’ the Jewish question” (2000a: 413). With the help of Adolf
Eichmann, the Lieutenant Colonel to the SS and one of the most pivotal actors in the
organization of the Holocaust, Hungary forced some 440,000 Hungarian Jews to ghettos in
Budapest where they were removed of their possessions (Braham 2000a; 2000b). After this
they were loaded onto trains, with around 425,000 sent to the death camp at AuschwitzBirkenau (2000a). More than three-quarters were murdered in gas chambers when they
arrived, after which tens of thousands died of malnourishment, mistreatment by the camp
guards, and disease (2000a). The final numbers of Hungarian Jews murdered include almost
75% of the Hungarian Jewish population, with over 600,000 dead out of a population of over
800,000 (2000b). Despite these numbers and the devastation of Hungary Jewry, radical
conservative politicians have denied Hungary’s complicity (Himka 2008)—while not going
so far as to deny the event entirely—in the tragedy, engaging in an erasure (per Irvine and
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Gal’s (2000) third component of discursive identity construction) of the trauma as part of the
Hungarian national identity.
Hungary as a Soviet Satellite
Hungary’s short period of independence in the first half of the twentieth-century
ended when the Soviets established a Communist dictatorship with Hungarian Mátyás Rákosi
as leader of the People’s Republic of Hungary after WWII (Kontler 2002). Again, Hungary
fought for independence with the bloody Revolution of 1956, whose short-lived tenure was
ended by Soviet troops. After the unsuccessful uprising, which was lead and fought by
citizens and resulted in 3,000 civilian deaths, Hungary experienced a mass exodus of people
escaping the totalitarian government. Many of them escaped to North America. This
revolution would become a reoccurring theme among participants, as it represented a
collective historical trauma that continued to provide a context for understanding origins of
depression (Kontler 2002).
After the revolution of 1956 and throughout the 1960’s and 1970’s, then Prime
Minister János Kádár introduced economic and cultural reforms which would come to be
known as “goulash Communism” (Kornai 1996:944), or an era of relaxed travel allowances,
decreased control of the media, and increased trade with the West. Economic sanctions and
cultural life continued to be liberalized into the 1980’s (Kornai 1996). When the Soviet
Empire collapsed between the years 1989 and 1991 due in part to political pressure by reform
activists and to the crumbling inner infrastructure of the Soviet Bloc political party, Hungary
became an independent nation with a parliamentary-style government (Kontler 2002).
Hungary and the rest of the former Soviet Bloc rapidly incorporated free market,
neoliberal policies into their economic reform plans to replace the former economic structure
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associated with the Soviet Bloc (Stanojevic 2014). Following Western advice, the many
young and inexperienced nations engaged in mass privatization and the adoption of free trade
policies (Hamma et al. 2012). While Western economic advocates promised this reform
would bring about a strong and vibrant economy in former Soviet Bloc states, such rapid
transformations have contributed to corruption and economic struggles (Hamma et al.
2012).
Hungarian Political Scene Today
Since the economic and cultural transition Hungarian politics has been increasingly
dominated by the right-wing group Fidesz, which in Hungarian stands for “The Alliance of
Young Democrats” (Hungarian: Fiatal Demokraták Szövetsége) (Kiss 2002). Fidesz began to
be politically visible in the late 1980’s as an anti-Communist, libertarian activist group; their
membership was mostly students and until 1993 their upper age limit was thirty-five years of
age (Kiss 2002). Fidesz, elected ruling party in the past two parliamentary elections in
Hungary—2010 and 2014, respectively—currently holds a parliamentary coalition with the
Christian Democratic People’s Party (Fekete 2016). Viktor Orbán, who was one of the
founding members of Fidesz, is current president of the party and Prime Minister of Hungary
(Fekete 2016).
Fidesz’s party platform is marked by a conservative stance on most popular issues,
opposing gay marriage, contraception access and family planning and immigration into
Hungary (Kiss 2002). However, they and the party’s leader Viktor Orbán began their
involvement in Hungarian politics as liberal activists opposing the increasingly unstable
Soviet-led Communist government (Kiss 2002). Fidesz’s platform emphasized a decrease in
religious and nationalist influences in parliament and policy and an opposition to what Orbán
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described as the conservative Hungarian Democratic Forum’s (HDF) representation of “a
rotten, decaying old world that would never again return to Hungary” (Pataki 1992: 9). Kiss
(2002) describes Fidesz’s platform in the late 1980’s and early 1990’s as representing a
“radical-liberal-alternative image” (741), while Orbán’s rhetoric emphasized a shift from
religious and nationalist ideology, offered harsh criticism of the conservative HDF, and
maintained the importance of human rights and the separation of church and state (Kiss
2002). Fidesz’s early years were thus marked by a liberal opposition to both the Communist
regime as well as the newer, more conservative parties appearing in the wake of the fall of
the Iron Curtain.
As Hungary continued its transition to a parliamentary democracy, the young Fidesz
achieved popularity and was a strong vocal presence among its contenders (Kiss 2002). As
post-Communist Hungarian politics continued to evolve, however, and as new parties
appeared and gained strength, Fidesz struggled with major issues that hindered its
representation in parliament including lack of structure and a representative ideology as well
as no future plans for a stronghold in Hungarian politics (Waterbury 2006). At the same time
internal issues plagued the party as the traditionally loose structure of the party was replaced
with a hierarchical structure with Orbán as leader (Waterbury 2006). Recognizing these
issues in the mid 1990’s as Fidesz struggled with representation in parliament and internal
party issues, the party slowly began to identify as a moderate-liberal and nationalistic party
(Kiss 2002). In recent years, Fidesz has begun to invoke historical traumas such as the 1956
Revolution, the Communist years, and the Treaty of Trianon in particular in their political
rhetoric (Jungwatanawong 2014). Fidesz currently dominates Hungarian politics.
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Trianon Trauma
“Trianon trauma” represents a collective historical trauma often mentioned by
participants. Since the dissolution of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, which led to the loss of
two-thirds of Hungarian land and millions of Hungarians, the concept of “Trianon trauma”
has become a recognizable idea among Hungarians. Academics, writers, and politicians, in
particular, have invested considerable energy into exploring and explaining the collective
trauma that resulted because of Trianon (Gyáni 2012). Having lost this land, culturallyvaluable sites, and hegemony and dominance over other ethnic groups was and continues to
be a source of ethnic tension—especially between Hungarians and Slovaks and Hungarians
and Romanians—as well represented as a source of collective mental distress (Várdy 1983).
One participant in this study went so far as to say that “no discussion of Hungarian
depression is complete without mentioning Trianon.”
The Trauma of the Revolution of 1956
The Revolution of 1956, in which Hungarians fought against Soviet troops while the
Hungarian government shot at its own citizens, represents another traumatic memory in the
collective memory of the Hungarian people–one that is actively widely remembered in
museums, public monuments, and annual public commemorations (James 2005) and was
given as a reason for depression among study participants. The revolution began on October
23rd, 1956, in Budapest’s Bem Square and was originally a student-led march meant to show
solidarity with the Polish reform movement (Csipke 2011). Thousands of Hungarians
spontaneously joined the students and marched to the central radio headquarters in an effort
to publicly demand systemic overhaul of the Socialist regime (Csipke 2011). The violence of
the revolution lasted a few weeks and was quelled by Soviet troops on November 4th. The
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General Secretary at the time, János Kádár, was instrumental in the attacks against Hungarian
citizens (James 2005).
The aftermath of the Revolution included months of police surveillance, show trials,
and executions (James 2005). Despite the trauma of the Revolution, Kádár’s relaxed
economic policies and Hungarian “goulash Communism” era began, in which travel
restrictions were loosened, consumption was encouraged and cultural content (especially
Western media) were not as heavily scrutinized (Kornai 1996: 944). Thus, the revolution
resulted partially in a “tacit agreement” between Kádár and the Hungarian people (James
2005:13). Since then, the Revolution has been described as a national trauma in the collective
memory of the Hungarian people, despite the fact that part of its eventual aftermath included
incorporation of free-market policies, less intense travel restrictions, and acceptance of
Western influences as opposed to prior restrictions (Benziger 2008).
The Trauma of Communism
The Communist years after the failed Revolution of 1956 represent another trauma in
collective Hungarian memory (Murer 2009). Hungary was a Soviet satellite from the end of
WWII, when the Soviet army occupied Budapest in a siege for two months, until 1989 when
the Communist satellite system collapsed and was replaced by free trade and neoliberal
economic policies (Kovács 1998). Mátyás Rákosi was Deputy Prime Minister during the
Stalinist years, which lasted from 1944-1956 until the Revolution of 1956 ushered in freer
economic policies (Gille 2007). Zsófi, a woman in her 30’s born and raised in Hungary who
participated in this study, describes Communism as Hungary’s “second-biggest trauma.”
Hungarians experienced years of show trials and mass arrests, public executions of “traitors”
of the state, and fearfulness and distrust of neighbors, friends, and co-workers who might be
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spies for the government (Welsh 1996). Freedom of speech and the press was essentially
non-existent and although people did vote in elections, they were entirely symbolic and the
one-party system guaranteed that the Communist party won each election (Welsh 1996).
Hungarian women were affected in particular as Soviet troops raped an estimated 50,000
women during the occupation of Budapest towards the end of WWII, after which they
established their oppressive regime (Mark 2005). Living in fear of the totalitarian regime
represented years of trauma for Hungarians and it is still remembered as such.
Erasure of the Trauma of the Hungarian Holocaust
It is important to note here that Hungary’s complicity in the mass deportation of Jews
during WWII was not mentioned by any participants, despite that fact that Hungarian
participation in the Holocaust has been represented as a definite trauma narrative among
survivors and descendants of victims (Hirsch 2004). Additionally, other minority groups such
as the Roma (Bársony and Daróczi 2008) were targeted and sent to concentration and death
camps. This “erasure” (Irvine and Gal 2000:404) component of the Traumatic Cultural
Identity causes the suffering of those murdered because of race, ethnicity, religious
affiliation, sexual orientation, or disability to be made invisible, while trauma narratives of
the Treaty of Trianon, the Revolution of 1956, and the Communist years are given priority as
significant events and components in the narratives that construct this identity. While no
study participants expressed any anti-Semitic sentiments whatsoever, their privilege as nonJewish Hungarians allowed them to ignore the trauma of the Holocaust in constructing their
identity.
This brief glimpse of early Hungarian history with emphasis on events in the
twentieth century that are the subject of narratives of collective trauma among Hungarians
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(taking into account, also, the Holocuast trauma which is largely ignored) provides context
for the narrative processes that shape Hungarian Traumatic Identity and which provide a
means of coping with depression. By referring to their social and cultural worlds, the
“cultural resources” (Garro 2000a:332) that are available to them as Hungarians and which
are largely represented in trauma narratives of the Treaty of Trianon, the Revolution of 1956,
and the Communist years (as well as in their own specific family histories and relationships),
they construct and make use of their Traumatic Cultural Identity in making sense of their
depression. As Kangas (2001) notes, this social and cultural contextualization provides an
important coping mechanism.
This chapter encompassed cultural contexts which give rise to illness beliefs.
Hungarian history and its associated traumas provide study participants with frameworks of
understanding that inform beliefs of the origin of depression in their families. Their illness
beliefs, influenced largely by historical circumstances of twentieth-century Hungary, allowed
them to make sense of their experiences of depression. The following chapter reviews
perspectives from medical anthropology on the role of illness beliefs in making sense of
illness in order to contextualize the results and discussion section of this thesis.
Chapter Four: Illness Beliefs and Making Sense of Illness
This chapter provides a review of cultural approaches in medical anthropology to the
study of health and illness with an emphasis on culturally variable explanations for disease to
contextualize explanations for depression among study participants’ family stories. Because
participants drew on “cultural knowledge” (Kangas 2001:86) of their family histories as well
as of their particular Hungarian historical and cultural context in making sense of depression
in their families, an overview of medical anthropology scholarship and theory in variable
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disease explanations—disease etiology explained relative to knowledge in variable cultural
environments—is given to contextualize the culturally specific narrative data. An emphasis
on the role of narratives in the process of making sense of and coping with illness is also
provided to better frame the family stories and how participants use them to make sense of
depression.
Illness and health are at once both physical and social experiences (Singer and Baer
2004). Humans experience symptoms both at the biological level as well as relative to the
context of a person’s social and cultural world, with social and cultural contexts shaping
various aspects of the illness experience, including what it means to be sick or healthy
Medical anthropologists have historically attended to both biological and sociocultural
aspects of disease, producing comparative research on the interaction between humans and
their environments and variable health beliefs (Singer and Baer 2004).
The scope of research in medical anthropology suggests that while globally, humans
might have similar physiological symptoms in an illness episode, the overall experience does
differ in terms of perceived origins of illness, the availability of various treatment and healer
options, and how family members and friends are expected to react to a loved one’s illness
(Aggarwal 2012, Jarcuska et al. 2013, Kirmayer et al. 1994). “Cultural concepts of distress”
have been used to describe culture-specific ways of knowing and responding to illness (Kohrt
et al. 2014:366). Such illness beliefs have been the focus of medical anthropologists
interested in the ways culture shapes responses to disease in recent decades (Bedford et al.
2011, Deale et al. 1998, Pachter 1994).
Illness beliefs—how one understands illness causation, what kinds of treatment one
seeks, and what kinds of knowledge constitute such beliefs and how they are shared among
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people—vary considerably cross-culturally (Garro 2000a; Singer and Baer 2004). Illness
beliefs are also considered part of a collection of “cultural understandings,” where such
understandings act as tools by which members of a particular culture actively make sense of
illness: Garro (2000a) notes that “cultural understandings do not function in a top-down
deterministic manner but rather are better seen as tools (which both enable and constrain
interpretive possibilities) available to navigate the ambiguity surrounding illness and other
troubling experiences” (306). Cultural understandings which make up the trove of “cultural
knowledge” (2000b: 276) particular to a certain culture are defined as “resources which may
be variably drawn upon to help make sense of one’s own or another’s experiences"
(Garro2000a:306 citing Garro 2000b).
The concept of “explanatory models” (Hewlett and Amola 2003: 354) is used to
discuss perceived illness causation as well as predicted outcomes of the illness episode in
various cultural contexts. Similarly, “exploratory maps” are suggested as more appropriate
for discovering perceived illness origins as they allow for variation within a framework of
illness beliefs (Williams and Healy 2001:465). Such models allow for comparative research
of illness causation regarding both physiological as well as mental distress among various
cultures and in different ethnic communities and has been applied to enhance culturallyappropriate communication practices between healthcare practitioners and patients (Garcia et
al. 2001, Cummings et al. 2014, Forsyth 2015).
The importance of recognizing such culturally variable disease explanations is
applicable in the clinical encounter (Kovandzic et al. 2012). Medical anthropology has in
recent years recognized the importance of culture-specific illness beliefs in clinical
encounters between majority-culture healthcare professionals and minority-culture patients,
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in encounters between disaster response personnel and members of a culture with which they
are unfamiliar, and other situations in which culture-specific beliefs of provider and patient
may be vastly different (Goodman and West-Olatunji 2009). Garro (2000a) notes that in such
encounters “[i]t is critical that the focus not be on representing the knowledge of healing
specialists but on understanding the range of explanatory frameworks commonly relied upon
by those with no specialized knowledge about the treatment of illness” (332).
The Illness Narrative
Talking about illness in the form of the illness narrative provides the sick person a
way of making sense of and coping with the illness experience (Kleinman 1989). Studies in
various ethnographic contexts indicate that individuals interpret and manage various
everyday experiences based on culture-specific knowledge they have gleaned from narratives
they learn as being part of that culture (Price 1987, Lang 1989, Garro and Mattingly 2000).
Narratives include national narratives and history, legends, or family stories, among other
forms, and are means of imparting “situation knowledge” (Price 1987:313 citing Holland
1985) that individuals consult to assist in making sense of everyday life. Taking into account
the fact that narratives are a principal means by which we understand, organize, and assign
meaning to experience (Garro and Mattingly 2000, Kangas 2001), it follows that illness
narratives would have similar function in making sense of illness experiences. Arthur
Kleinman’s seminal 1989 work The Illness Narrative is one of the first well-known
investigations into the ways in which such narratives are used as sense-making tools when
one encounters illness.
Illness narratives are analyzed to examine ways in which people construct meaning in
their local worlds and context-specific understandings of illness and disease as well as their
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relationship with larger political, economic, and historical forces (Dressler 2001). Many
studies of illness narratives employ both perspectives: while meaning-oriented approaches
can illuminate local understandings of disease, the macro approach examines how social
forces and structures can shape inequalities in access to care (Davis 1997, Dressler 1982).
Both levels of analysis are worthy methods of investigation of the illness narrative.
Family Stories as Illness Narrative and Cultural Resource
Finally, I turn here to the use of family stories as narratives and as “tools” (Garro
2000:332) in making sense of experiences in the context of the illnesses in the family. Like
illness narratives, family stories of illness provide frameworks of understanding with which
people make sense of their and their family’s illness experiences (Alemán and Helfrich 2010,
Lindenmeyer et al. 2011). They are family-specific knowledge which members draw upon to
navigate their respective worlds of sickness and health, including the etiology of illness,
treatment options and future considerations, and how family members are to act when
afflicted with illness according to family culture (Alemán and Helfrich 2010).
Price (1987) notes that in her fieldwork in Ecuador on illness stories, “Because the
tasks of coping with illness fall heavily on family members and friends of an afflicted
individual, there is a general need for access to cultural knowledge about ways to respond to
different illnesses...it is situation knowledge of social roles that is most often dramatically
and exhaustively encoded” (313). Family stories are thus not just tools with which
individuals might understand their illness experiences, but provide behavioral blueprints
which family members access in situations of illness. Citing Holland (1985), Price (1987)
notes that illness stories contain models of “appropriate behavior” (313) for those whose
friend or family member is ill.
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Through the passing down of family culture through stories, individuals learn how to
behave and react to illness should it arise and even what a normative conception of illness is
contextualized by family rules and expectations. McAdams (2004) asserts that engaging in
storytelling helps family members learn how to be “competent narrators” (236) in that
particular family setting. Vangelisti and colleagues (1999) describe “stories as standards”
(338) for what members perceive their responsibilities and expectations to be in the event of
a family member’s illness. A support system for family members, the guidelines that are
passed down through generations on how to react to illness through storytelling are important
to consider (Alemán and Helfrich 2010). This is also an example of a language ideology
(Irvine and Gal 2000), in which members of a particular group—in this case, a family—exist
in a particular framework of beliefs and expectations of normative behavior that is expressed
through language.
Storytelling can be an invitation to discuss family medical problems, especially those
that are difficult to bring up (Alemán and Helfrich 2010). Alemán and Helfrich, in their
personal account of dealing with their family matriarch’s dementia, find that sharing family
stories with each other allow fears and anxieties about the onset of illness to be openly
discussed. Anderson and Martin (2003) discuss the benefits of sharing narratives in the
diagnosis of a frightening and serious diagnosis such as cancer. There are various ways in
which this communication takes place, including different levels of interaction from each
family member, again providing a sense of the fluid, complex, and processual nature of
family culture.
While biological theories of disease causation provide an important perspective in
understanding illness, the cultural approach to studying the illness experience in medical
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anthropology provides a method of understanding the ways in which people make sense of
and deal with their illness relative to their social and cultural worlds (Singer and Baer 2004).
Research in culture-specific understandings of health and illness has important implications
for effective and competent clinical practice (Caplan et al. 2013). These social and cultural
worlds shape the trove of illness beliefs that include explanatory models, or the frameworks
people use to explain why they are ill (Khoury et al. 2012), and are shared through narratives
(Kangas 2001). Narratives are an essential component of such sense-making processes
(Frank 1995, Kangas 2001, Kleinman 1989).
In the context of this study, narratives of depression make up a culture-specific
explanatory framework and are understood relative to the social and cultural worlds of
participants. They actively create a framework of understanding of their and their family
members’ depression through their Hungarian self-identification and in the ways they make
use of Hungarian trauma narratives. As Kleinman (1989) notes, such narrative practices are
at the core of making sense of illness‒in this case, depression‒and provide an important
coping mechanism.
Chapter Five: Theoretical Framework
To explore the mechanisms by which Hungarians construct their Traumatic Cultural
Identity and in doing so, place their depression in social and cultural context and which
allows them to cope with their depression, a theoretical framework from linguistic
anthropology is applied. The application of this theory to the trauma narratives that make up
Traumatic Cultural Identity among Hungarians can illuminate the processes used to construct
that identity and how that identity functions in the context of depression.
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This linguistic anthropology theory includes in its conceptual framework the idea of
“language ideologies” (Irvine and Gal 2000: 402). “Language ideologies” are, according to
Rumsey (1990), “shared bodies of commonsense notions about the nature of language in the
world” (346). Woolard (1992) (paraphrasing Silverstein 1987) adds to this, including in her
definition “cultural conceptions not only of language and language variation but of the nature
and purpose of this communication, and of communicative behavior as an enactment of a
collective order” (1992:235). Thus, language ideologies include not only structural features
of a language, but the political, moral, and social interests, beliefs, and attitudes regarding the
linguistic varieties of those practitioners of the ideology, and what consequences it has for
language change, the observer’s own description of the language—such as an ethnographer’s
own ideologically-informed observations—as well as for any political action taken on the
basis of the ideology (Irvine and Gal 2000). In this thesis, the Hungarian Traumatic Cultural
Identity I refer to is a language ideology. It is a collection of beliefs, expressed through
language practices, that a particular group has about itself and about other groups.
Irvine and Gal (2000) have explored the sociolinguistic practices that produce
language ideologies and which contribute to the construction of a particular identity,
introducing the three semiotic processes of iconization, fractal recursivity, and erasure.
“Iconization” involves an association of a particular way of participating in language with a
particular group of people, a way of connecting qualities of language to a certain group in
which the qualities become a representation of that group and which “binds them together in
a linkage that appears to be inherent” (403). “Fractal recursivity” is the process of creating a
clear distinction between one’s own and another group’s linguistic practices, which results
not in “fixed or stable social groups” but rather “provide actors with the discursive or cultural
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resources to claim and thus attempt to create shifting ‘communities,’ identities, selves, and
roles” that are in opposition to other groups (402-403). Finally, “erasure” is the process by
which a group’s ideology simplifies a particular context which results in the “render[ing] [of]
some persons or activities (or sociolinguistic phenomena) invisible” (404). These three
processes work together to assemble language ideologies as well as group identity, which
Irvine and Gal assert inform anyone’s ideological frame in any given context and at any point
in history, including those who study groups and their linguistic practices.
In addition to Irvine and Gal’s (2000) linguistic mechanisms of language ideologies
and identity construction, Kangas’s (2001) framework of the ways in which people make
sense of depression—through individual, social and cultural contextualization of the
episode—will also be applied to the narratives presented here. Kangas approaches her
narratives with the assumption that
Conceptually, the process of making sense of illness includes three aspects: individual
contextualization contains an attempt to find and give meaning and explanations to
the origin and etiology of illness in the individual’s life. Social contextualization
embraces consideration on the effect and meaning of illness to the individual’s social
position and relationships. The significance of illness to the position of the individual
is both practical and moral. A third aspect of sense-making process from the
individual’s point of view is cultural contextualization, which affects and interacts
with the other aspects of contextualization. Cultural contextualization consists of the
use and contemplation of shared cultural knowledge regarding the illness: public
images, cultural expectation, attitudes and norms, disciplinary theories, etc.
(2001:77).
I will be focusing in particular on how individuals make sense of their families’ narratives of
depression through social and cultural contextualization of triggers. The sense-making
processes of participants reflect social relationships—mostly in the context of the family—as
well as cultural expectations, attitudes, and, in particular, collective traumatic memories in
the Hungarian context.
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In the context of this study, then, with the application of this theory of language
ideologies and identity and the sociolinguistic processes that build them, iconization, fractal
recursivity, and erasure are all mechanisms that are used to construct Traumatic Cultural
Identity which is then used to understand and cope with depression. While the Hungarian
Traumatic Cultural Identity might imply negative connotations, this self-identification
actually provides an important coping tool. As participants make sense of depression, they
engage in a two-fold process which involves contextualizing their depression relative to their
social and cultural worlds and which involves constructing an identity that aids in coping.
Chapter Six: Methods
This study’s methodological approach was a grounded theory analysis of narrative
data guided by a theoretical framework of the cultural construction of illness and health;
more specifically, how people draw on “cultural knowledge” (Kangas 2001:77) in their
families and their particular cultures to make sense of their illness experiences as well as
Irvine and Gal's (2000) framework of narrative-based identity construction. The narrative
data was in the form of family stories gathered in interviews that lasted one-and-one half to
two hours.
I separated each family story into units of analysis to aid in the analytical process. I
did this by focusing on the content of the participants’ responses to my questions; if they kept
talking about a particular family story despite a pause during which I may have asked another
question, I counted this as one story. Based on this process I then counted how many family
stories each participant shared, coding them by what kind of depression trigger category they
fit, incident-by-incident. This coding process will be explained further.
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Sample Design
This study’s participants were all female. The reasons for this included the fact that
women are more likely to talk about their depression than men (Székely et al. 2013, Walters
1993). Women are also more likely to be able to talk about family members’ experiences of
depression as “kin-keepers” (Hagestad 1986:141) of family history and lore, which was the
data component of this study. This study had the approval of the Internal Review Board of
Western Washington University prior to data collection. All participants were asked to give
their informed consent by reading and signing a waiver. A blank copy is included in the
appendices of this thesis. All participants were given pseudonyms.
To find participants for this study, I posted an inquiry on Craigslist in both the
Seattle, Washington and Bellingham, Washington areas looking for first, second, or thirdgeneration Hungarian women willing to answer questions about depression in the context of
their families. I also posted an inquiry on the Hungarian-American Association of
Washington’s Facebook page asking for participants as well as becoming a member,
communicating with the president in order to have access to members and to establish
rapport with participants. Along with my contact information, I included in both inquiries
that my project had the approval of the Internal Review Board of Western Washington
University.
Non-probability, convenience sampling was used to find respondents. According to
Bernard (2011), nonprobability samples are used when the study requires in-depth analysis of
only a few cases which is fairly typical of narrative-based research. Convenience sampling
was used because of a lack of access to a large Hungarian population.
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Analysis
All interviews were recorded using a voice recorder. The interviews were then
transcribed using a web-based software, Transcribe, that allowed me to speed up, slow down,
rewind, fast-forward, and pause the recordings while also inserting time stamps where
themes were repeated. I conducted initial analysis on the recorded interviews during the
transcription phase of the analytic process. I listened for recurring themes while I transcribed
and inserted time stamps using the transcription software where I saw potentially important
content. I revisited these potential themes later when I performed grounded theory analysis
on the recorded interviews.
This study used grounded theory supplemented by a theoretical framework of the
social and cultural construction of illness and health and a linguistic anthropology framework
in its analytical approach. Traditional grounded theory involves inductive approaches to
coding and analysis and is a systematic way of “discovering patterns in human experience”
(Bernard 2011: 435). “The idea is to become grounded in the data and to allow understanding
to emerge from close study of the texts,” according to Bernard (435). This study used
grounded theory methods of analysis because according to Riessman (2008), grounded
theory theorizes across cases rather than keeping stories intact, which is characteristic of
narrative analysis. This study aimed to theorize across the four different cases while keeping
a theoretical framework in mind, similar to Mitchell’s (2014) constructivist-grounded theory
approach, which introduced a particular theoretical framework to guide the study. Mitchell’s
rationale for “co-constructing” his grounded theory approach was that his approach to
interview and focus group questions was much more intentional in this way than the
traditional grounded theory, “grand-tour” questions (2). In addition, his own pre-conceived
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notions and beliefs led him to conclude that even grounded theory research—which sets out
to theorize based on being grounded in the data without prior theoretical knowledge—does
not begin without prior ideas and beliefs about the research. Irvine and Gal (2000), whose
theoretical framework provided the tools to examine the discursive processes of identity
construction in this study, note that researchers and the kinds of studies they pursue exist
within their own language ideologies. For these reasons—because of the intentionality of
interview questions that was guided with my theoretical framework and because of my own
interests as a Hungarian-American researcher—I chose to supplement the grounded theory
approach with a theoretical framework. Bernard (2011) also makes the case that although the
sciences do make the distinction between inductive and deductive methods, the former
beginning with a theory and working towards a general conclusion while the latter begins
with specific data and attempts to theorize generally, “the choice of what to study comes
from some theoretical position, so right off the bat, the inductive-deductive divide is a bit
arbitrary” (429).
This study used interviews as its method of data collection. Interviews were
conducted both in person and via Skype. Initial interviews with both Cynthia and Zsófi were
conducted in person in Seattle, Washington, while Lisa’s interview was conducted in
Bellingham, Washington. Follow-up interviews with Cynthia and Zsófi and Viktoria’s
interview were all conducted via Skype. All interviews were conducted in English except for
Viktoria’s which was conducted in Hungarian, as she felt more comfortable with her native
language, and then translated. I began all interviews with the same set of questions but
allowed the interviews to be unstructured. All interviews lasted about one to one-and-a-half
to two hours. My first set of interview questions asked about basic family information and
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family stories of depression. Follow-up interviews asked about collective traumas, the
Hungarian worldview, and disruption of a sense of belonging, all relative to triggers for
depression in the context of the family.
Grounded theory analysis involves coding themes and then displaying the codes and
themes in some kind of table (Bernard 2011). Glaser and Strauss (1967), in their seminal
work on grounded theory, discuss “open” coding which is the inductive approach I used in
this study. Charmaz (1996) notes that in grounded theory the unit of text to be analyzed can
be word-by-word, line-by-line, and incident-by-incident. I used incident-by-incident since the
data is in the form of family stories. There are many ways to code for themes, but I chose to
look for repetitions in kinds of triggers for depression.
Chapter Seven: Results
A Note on My Position as a Researcher
My own identity as a second-generation Hungarian-American woman—whose family
lore contains its own catalogue of stories of depression—was helpful in establishing rapport
with study participants. I did, however, run into some difficulties in interpreting the narrative
data because of my self-identification. While participants had many stories describing
melancholy, pessimism, and negativity among their Hungarian family members—
components of the Traumatic Cultural Identity I will be describing here—it was difficult for
me to come to terms with characterizing my own ethnicity in this seemingly judgmental way.
These characterizations were particularly difficult to describe in light of what I personally
consider to be one of the most interesting and beautiful aspects of Hungarian culture and
history: the wonderful proclivity to turn their suffering into beautiful pieces of music, poetry,
literature, and other works of art. Hungary is home to some of the world’s most beloved
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composers, writers, actors, and filmmakers (Franz Liszt, Sándor Márai, Béla Bartók, Zsa Zsa
Gábor, and Jim Jarmusch, to name just a few) whose creativity reflects a genius capacity to
express sorrow in a way that can be enjoyed across time and borders. I did not want to
describe Hungarians negatively. However, my research question and participants reminded
me that the high rates of depression and suicide among Hungarians are as real as their
creative capacity and deserve equal attention.
In addition to being a catalyst for the expression of sorrow and suffering in
productions of literature, music, and other works of art, the Hungarian Traumatic Cultural
Identity has the potential to provide a coping mechanism for depression. The multifaceted
nature of the tool—the creative processes it invokes, as well as the coping mechanism it
provides—is part of a cycle comprised of narrative processes, the construction of identity,
and meaning associated with identity, so that all parts of the cycle continuously reinforce
each other and produce not only art, music, and literature, but also the capacity to endure.
At the same time, as I mentioned above, spending time with the Hungarian side of my
family exposed me to many stories of depression and was indeed part of the impetus for
embarking on this study in the first place. I have also experienced depression throughout my
life and wondered if being exposed to such family stories throughout my childhood had
anything to do with my own experiences or if they provided a context with which to
understand my depression, as I thought to myself, “Well, Manci Néni [Aunt Manci] was
really depressed, and so was Olga Néni, and Nagymama [Grandma] has always been
depressed, anxious, an insomniac, etc. Are these traits passed down through stories? Do I
have them to thank for my depression? Or do I look to stories of their experiences to make
sense of my own? What’s this all about?” As I started to look at the data that I had gathered
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and realized that certain kinds of stories kept popping up, I thought to myself that just as I
had looked to my own family history and knowledge of collective Hungarian traumas to
understand my experiences, these women’s knowledge of their families and of their
Hungarian heritage provided a kind of competence in making sense of their lives and their
family members’ lives. So while my background at times made it difficult to characterize
being Hungarian as trauma-based, I also believe that my experiences were beneficial to my
position as a researcher.
Description of research participants
All four women who participated in this study live in the Pacific Northwest. Three of
them live in the States—Seattle, Washington and Bellingham, Washington—and one lives in
White Rock, British Columbia, Canada. Three of them have children while one does not.
Two of them were native-born Hungarians while the other two were born and raised in the
United States. All participants were in their mid-thirties to mid-fifties at the time of
interviews.
Cynthia was born in Seattle to native Hungarian immigrants who, after the revolution
of 1956 against the Soviets, decided to leave the political uncertainty and danger of Budapest
for the United States. Raised and still living in Seattle, she is in her mid fifties and travels
often for work. She was raised in a Hungarian-speaking household and spent much of her
childhood among Hungarian relatives; she still makes visits to Hungary each year for several
weeks. She owns a Hungarian breed of dog, known as a “Puli.”
Lisa is a second-generation Hungarian-American in her mid-forties whose
grandparents moved to West Virginia with two children; her father was born in the United
States but spoke Hungarian with his family. Her mother was 100% Polish and although her
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father died when she was a young child, her fascination with Hungarian culture remained
intact and she spoke fondly of her memories of her Hungarian family. While she now lives in
Bellingham with her husband and daughter, she grew up in Cleveland among many EastCentral Europeans and experienced their cultural manifestations in food and art at large
Sunday markets in West Cleveland.
Zsófi grew up in southern Hungary, near the Hungarian-Serbian border, and met her
American husband in Budapest. She and her husband and their two Hungarian-born children
moved to the States in 2012. She is in her mid-thirties and does felt work in Seattle; her
husband has family elsewhere in Northwest Washington. She and her family still travel back
to Hungary when time and resources allow.
Viktoria lives in White Rock, British Columbia, Canada. She is in her mid-thirties
and moved to Canada with her son. A native to Hungary, she grew up in Budapest and
emigrated to White Rock in 2013 (see Appendix for interview schedule and questions).
In coding for themes, I noticed that many stories across the participants’ interviews
referenced a loss of control, a loss of a relationship that represented a sense of belonging, and
a loss of livelihood. Because such events that are characterized by a loss of control in one’s
life have been linked to depression (Price et al. 2002), such triggers were then categorized
into an overall theme category of “disruption of a sense of belonging.” I followed this same
process when categorizing the other two major triggers, the negative worldview of
Hungarians and collective traumas. The family stories that comprised the trigger category of
the negative, Hungarian worldview included family stories of the dark, pessimistic nature of
Hungarians and the generational nature of trauma and depression in Hungary. The family
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stories that comprised the trigger category of collective traumas included stories referencing
the Treaty of Trianon, the Revolution of 1956, and the Communist years.
These four charts represent triggers and the various kinds of family stories that fit under each
particular trigger.
Table 1
Trigger references in family stories
Participants

Disruption of a sense of
belonging (# of times
mentioned)

Negative, generational
worldview (# of times
mentioned)

Collective Hungarian
traumas (# of times
mentioned)

Cynthia

4

5

2

Lisa

2

1

0

Zsófi

4

0

2

Viktoria

1

3

2

Table 2
References to collective traumas as triggers
Communist Years
Cynthia

1956

Trianon

Her parents told stories of the
trauma of having to escape the
totalitarian regime

“This was one of the first
times Hungary was sold
out”

Lisa
Zsófi

Her grandfather’s
experiences in the work
camps

“This is always part of the
depression conversation”
Land loss, devastation for
economy, businesses and
families

“Communism was one
of our biggest traumas”

Viktoria

Potential link to depression
Trianon was a huge blow to
the Hungarian population
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Table 3
References to negative, generational worldview as triggers

Cynthia

Dark and pessimistic nature of Hungarians

Generational nature of
trauma and depression

Neurosis and dark worldview among Hungarian relatives
Crying at family gatherings
“Melancholy is in our roots”

Generational “distrust of
the system”
Mother’s sisters and
brothers were all “like that”

Lisa

Father’s emotions “very close to the surface”

Zsófi
Viktoria

Raised by her grandparents who forbade her to learn how to
drive, do many other things due to potential dangers
associated

Depression is generational

Depression is part of Hungary’s “national consciousness”

Table 4
References to loss of sense of belonging as triggers

Cynthia

Loss of space and place,
importance of history

Personal loss

Loss of control

Mother’s lifelong
depression due to leaving
home country

Loss of father and
connection to
Hungarian side
devastating

“I think it’s because they had
very little control over their
lives”

Cousin’s suicide due to
leaving country

Lisa

Hungarians have not been given
credit for many inventions and
discoveries

Losing land due to Trianon
very hard on Hungarian
psyche
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Zsófi

Land taken away from
family during Communist
years very hard on family

Mother was sent to different
high school
Grandparents raised as orphans
Grandfather’s loss of livelihood

Viktoria

Hungary’s past-oriented
culture could be link to
depression

This codebook represents the categorization of major and minor themes.
Table 5
Codebook
Macro themes
Loss of sense of belonging

Negative worldview

Collective traumas

Micro theme
Loss of control

Numeric code
1.1

Loss of space and place
connection to past

1.2

Personal losses

1.3

Dark and pessimistic
nature of Hungarians

2.1

Generational nature of
trauma and depression

2.2

Treaty of Trianon

3.1

Revolution of 1956

3.2

Communist years

3.3

Chapter Eight: Discussion
Family stories were analyzed with a particular focus on patterns of triggers for
depression in each participant's’ respective families, noting that people make sense of
their and other’s illnesses with references to their social and cultural contexts (Kangas
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2001). The three narrative-based processes of iconization, fractal recursivity, and erasure
(Irvine and Gal 2000) were the means by which these women engaged in not only placing
their depression narratives in social and cultural context, aiding in understanding and
coping, but by which they constructed their Hungarian Traumatic Cultural Identity. The
construction of this identity throughout the various stories they shared provided important
means of coping with their depression and sense of cultural trauma as they narrated their
experiences. Major themes reflecting triggers were a loss of a sense of belonging, a
negative Hungarian worldview, and references to memories of collective trauma in
Hungarian history, with sub themes in trigger categories that will be discussed.
As will be discussed, one participant was of mixed Hungarian and Polish
background (her father, who passed away when she was very young, was born to
Hungarian immigrant parents and her mother to Polish immigrants). Her mixed Eastern
European descent poses an issue when ascribing her a Hungarian identity. Additionally,
because of the loss of her father when she was ten, Lisa always felt that she had not been
given the opportunity to fully develop a relationship with her Hungarian side. However,
following Yinger’s (1976) definition of ethnic identity in that it is self-ascribed: she
thinks of herself as Hungarian (“thought, by themselves and/or others, to have a common
origin” (200)), Lisa’s “common culture” (200) of sharing a traumatic past, and the
“shared activity” (200) of participating in narrative processes that is so particularly
Hungarian. Additionally, Koulish’s (2005) overview of constructivist assumptions in
describing ethnic identity include “interpersonal, phenomenological negotiation of social
categories” (312), which in Lisa’s case is the negotiation of her Hungarian identity via
her interpersonal relationship with her father which, although it was unfortunately cut
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short, continued to represent the connection to her Hungarian side beyond her father’s
death.
Disruption of a Sense of Belonging
One particular trigger for depression reflected in many family narratives was
losing a sense of belonging. In various narratives, participants described instances in both
their own lives and in their family members’ lives which were characterized by a loss of
some sense of belonging, whether it was a loss of belonging to a physical place or loss of
a connection to the past, a loss of a relationship that represented belonging, or a loss of
control that disrupted a sense of belonging, and connected them to stories of depression
experiences. Telling family stories of losing a sense of belonging was a way of
understanding depression through references to the social and cultural world of both
participants and their family members and reflected the narrative construction of the
Hungarian Traumatic Cultural Identity.
The death of Lisa’s Hungarian father represented the loss not only of her parent
but the relationship that connected her to her Hungarian heritage, which disrupted her
sense of belonging to the Hungarian side of her family. Relationships to physical places
that fostered a sense of belonging and whose disruption triggered depressive episodes
included Cynthia’s mother’s reaction to leaving Hungary for the United States after the
Revolution of 1956. Being forced to choose between an oppressive government and
leaving her country and extended family triggered the depression that lasted for the rest
of her life. Similarly, Cynthia’s cousin committed suicide as a result of the depression he
felt after leaving his home. Forced into Communist work camps on several occasions
because of his refusal to be a member of the Communist party in Szeged in southeastern
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Hungary, a party he ideologically disagreed with, Zsófi’s grandfather’s sense of
belonging was continuously challenged throughout his life and contributed to his
depression. He was also strongly discouraged from practicing his carpentry business due
to the Hungarian Socialist regime’s efforts to collectivize all small business endeavors.
This also contributed to his lifelong depression, as his identity was intimately connected
to his work. The following sections discuss different aspects of this particular trigger—
losing a sense of belonging—with a focus on loss of control, loss of a connection to
space, place, and the past, and personal losses.
Loss of control
Loss of control was often given for a trigger for depression and was tied up in a
participant’s or family members’ sense of belonging. The loss of control in one’s life was
a way of understanding depression triggers in a social context, supporting Kangas’ (2001)
assertion that depression can be understood relative to one’s social position.
Musing on reasons for depression in her family, Cynthia mentions loss of control
in particular: “it's a control thing, and they had to be in control. That could be because
they were not in control so much of their lives.” Connecting loss of control to perceived
social position of Hungarian inventors and scientists, she notes that many such
discoveries have not been appreciated by the world, “And, I get it...Because we probably
have more patents and more discoveries and more things that were founded and made by
Hungarians as made by Hungarians. I mean, the ballpoint pen, um, physics, all of these
things that Hungarians came up with and never truly got credit for. We've got great
composers, we've got great artists, we've got great philosophers, but nobody ever really
gave them credit for being Hungarian. They took Liszt and they made him an Austrian!
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No! He was Magyar!” Her reference to Franz Liszt, describing him as someone who was
“taken” from the Hungarians, is an example of fractal recursivity in which she associates
him with being Hungarian and not Austrian.
The loss of control relative to one’s social position appeared as a trigger for
depression in Zsófi’s family stories as well. Because of her father’s refusal to be a
member of the Communist party—a decision made public where they were living—her
mother was forced to attend a different high school in a completely different nearby
town: “Her father was neglected, and, and, um, my mother couldn't go to the high school
in Csongrád b/c [her] father couldn't join the Party, so she had to go to another high
school. So she went to Szeged, where they didn't know her father. She had to move
there.” Moving as a teenager was very difficult for Zsófi’s mother and caused her to
experience depression as a young girl. Another family story she mentioned was the plight
of her grandparents. Three out of her four grandparents were orphans, and Zsófi notes
that, “They all had very hard stories. And I think this is one reason they kept the family
close.” As orphans their sense of control was disrupted very early on which triggered
their depression and which they dealt with by keeping their family close-knit.
Zsófi’s grandfather’s sense of belonging relative to his livelihood was also
disrupted during the Communist years. Zsófi characterized her grandfather as an
excellent carpenter skilled in the “Biedermeier style3.” His refusal to cooperate with the

Minahan and Cox (2007) define “Biedermeier” as an “arts and crafts movement…a form of
political protest” that was “popular in the late18th century in northern and central Europe,
particularly Austria” and “seen as a reaction to the fulsome ornamentation of the Rococo
period and politically as anti-French. Many of the states that developed
Biedermeier furniture had been conquered by Napoleon and were reluctant to imitate
anything from the era” (12). Zsófi’s grandfather’s particular talent was in the Biedermeier
style of furniture.
3
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Socialist system was detrimental to his business, however, as she narrates what happened
to him during those years, “He started his own business, he was a carpenter, and uh, he
married I think, 1948, and my mother was born the next year. Or maybe they married a
couple years later, I dunno. But he ran his own little business, in the little town, and,
um...he never agreed with Communism, and um, [the] socialist regime, so he had [a] hard
time, because, you know, the, the system was different. They didn't want small
businesses; they wanted to have the big collectives instead of small businesses, so. He
was, um, he was offered to lead some carpenter factory over there in the town, but he
refused, and, um, for this reason he was always neglected because he couldn't be part of
the system, and then in the 50's he was taken again to some work lager [camp] in, into the
mine.” Not being able to continue his work was particularly detrimental to his identity,
sense of purpose, and livelihood, as “he had very little opportunities for work, even
though he was a very good craftsman. He couldn't do what he wanted, because he was
forced to do certain things.... he was offered to be a leader [in the Communist
government] but he refused. And for this reason he was neglected.”
This was not the only occasion that Zsófi’s grandfather was taken away to
Communist labor camps. Although he was taken away four times, he rarely talked about
his experiences. “I had only one conversation with him when I was in high school. Later I
wanted to ask but he didn't like to talk about it so, it would be interesting to record his
memories, but he just couldn't talk. When he came home from the last lager [camp] he
had those little children and his wife. He came home, he was very, very slim, very weak,
he was, he went into his house, he didn't even recognize the door. Because it was a
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window in the door, he went through the window, so he hurt himself badly, because he
just wanted to get into the house.” This story illustrates the trauma that Zsófi’s
grandfather suffered due to his time spent in the Communist work camps and which was
difficult for him to process, at least verbally with his family members, and which
represented a loss of a sense of belonging. Losing a sense of control relative to his social
position by being forced into work camps and not being able to engage in his livelihood
was the major reason for Zsófi’s grandfather’s depression.
Space, place and the past
Hungarian cultural values of physical places and the importance of the past
provided contexts with which to make sense of family stories of depression within that
particular framework of cultural knowledge. LeFreniere (2012) writes of the importance
of memory and the past in Hungarian culture and the importance of space and geopolitics
in Hungary has also been noted (Akçali and Korkut 2012). Hann (2015) notes that
making references to the past is a particularly common way of participating in Hungarian
social life. With this cultural framework of the importance of physical places and the past
in Hungary in mind, as well as losing a sense of belonging when relationships to places
and the past are disrupted, participants drew on such cultural values to contextualize
depression triggers.
Lisa, Zsófi, and Viktoria understood triggers for depression in their families in the
context of losing a sense of belonging due to the loss of Transylvania and other areas of
land in the Treaty of Trianon, losing family land to the Communists during Hungary’s
USSR satellite years, and connecting to the past, situating family stories of depression
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within a particular Hungarian cultural framework of intimate connections to space and
history.
Lisa’s understanding of the Treaty of Trianon connected a loss of a sense of
belonging to a particular place and Hungary’s past-oriented culture to depression in this
interview excerpt:
Lisa: My thoughts on [the Treaty of Trianon], are, having done some genealogy, as far as
I can go back, I think that it must a very sad remembrance for a lot of Hungarians
because that place is gone. It's gone. They can no longer go back and say, "This is the
village I came from," because it's no longer Hungary. And to have that taken away...it's
just gotta make you feel untethered. You know? Like, not in a good way.
Katarina: Untethered, as in...?
L: As I can go back to the hospital I was born in and see it, you know what I mean? I
think for a culture that seems to have such a connection to their history, to each other, and
their place in time, to not be able to go back into a village that used to be [in] Hungary
but is now, say, Serbia, or somewhere, that that's really, really sad. And, I mean, they
couldn't stop it, they couldn't do anything about it, and it's not their fault that it happened,
and yet, it's gone...I think because it is a tangible, the terra firma is tangible. It's
somewhere you can...I can go to the West Side Market and stand on those same bricks
that my dad stood on. And that's a big deal to me. And...so many people, they can still go
somewhere, but it's different. It's not what it used to be. It's been called something else
now. It's been changed...it's gotta be, like, where are the words I'm looking for...it's just
been torn away from them. And it's always, you know, because of war and somebody
being greedy and getting more than, you know...and so, for that to be underlying the
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whole culture...or, well, a whole generation, at least, for me, that's just gotta be a really
deep sadness for them...I mean, when my mom sold our childhood home. And that's on a
small, small, small level, you know, compared to what happened during the Treaty. But
still, that sense of...you can't go back there, it's not yours anymore.
Lisa’s understanding of the ramifications of the Treaty of Trianon with regard to
Hungarian understandings of the importance of space and place is part of the iconization
process of constructing Hungarian identity in that she associates particular places and
particular ways of talking about those places with being Hungarian, a relationship that
seems to be natural and is not questioned.
Zsófi makes this connection between being connected to space and her
grandfather’s depression as well, “the other lands of the family [were] lost, in the
Communist [years], they had big land. But they took them away…” Speaking of the land
her family lost to the government during Hungary’s years as a Soviet satellite, Zsófi
makes use of Hungarian understandings of the importance of space in explaining her
grandfather’s depression.
Viktoria notes that Hungary is a very past-oriented culture, “Hungarians are very
preoccupied with memory and history. We are always talking about the past. This could
also have something to do with depression.” In noting the relationship that Hungarians
have with the past represented in the preoccupation with memory and history, she makes
use of the Hungarian cultural value system with which she is familiar to make sense of
potential reasons for depression. Lisa’s assertion that Hungarians are a culture that have
such a connection to “their history, to each other, to their place in time” is similar to
Viktoria’s sense of the importance of the past and its potential connection to depression.
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They both understand depression within this framework of the importance of the past in
Hungary.
Cynthia’s mother, who she most often mentioned when discussing depression in
her family, experienced depression for as long as Cynthia could remember due to her and
her husband’s decision to leave Hungary after the Revolution of 1956 shortly before their
daughter was born. The decision was not made easily, but they feared for their safety in
the wake of the failed revolution and eventually decided to flee the country rather than
face the uncertainty of the Hungarian political situation.
Describing her sense of her mother’s experiences with depression, Cynthia says
“My cousin, the blood one, who committed suicide, incredibly depressed, never came to
terms with the fact that he had left his home and I think in my mom's case she couldn't
come to terms with leaving her home…” In describing her mother’s depression and its
connection to her home, Cynthia was narrating a story of a sense of belonging to a
particular space: her mother’s sense of belonging was disrupted when she made the
difficult decision to move from her home country. In doing so, she is associating being
Hungarian with a sense of the importance of Hungarian space, again an example of
iconization. This disruption plagued her for the rest of her life and was a major factor in
her depression. Her cousin’s suicide was also representative of the importance of space in
the Hungarian context and how this was a disruption of a sense of belonging.
Sense of belonging: Personal losses
In Lisa’s case, her childhood depression was triggered by the death of her father,
who to her was the only connection she had to the Hungarian side of her family. She
remembers, “I know people don't get what a life-shaping event that can be...and so, for
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me, as far as depression and stuff, boy, that kicked in really quickly at a young age, too,
because there were plenty of times where I just wanted to be with him. Are you familiar
with the Hungarian song about suicide? [laughs] I can't think of the name at the
moment...but it's about the angels not bringing you back, would you be mad if I came to
join you, or something like that…”
The 1933 “Hungarian song about suicide,” called “Gloomy Sunday” or “Szomoru
Vasánap” in Hungarian Lisa references has been suggested to trigger suicides and was
banned for that reason in England by the BBC until 2002 (Stack, Krysinska and Lester
2007). The song, narrated by a man whose lover has recently died and who considers
killing himself in order to be with her, has been recorded in many different languages and
become world-famous for its apparent effect on its listener to instigate suicide (Stack,
Krysinska and Lester 2007). The year 1936 saw a cluster of suicides in Hungary that
were apparently attributed to this song. The song was co-written by two men, Laszlo
Javor and Rezso Seress. Seress himself eventually took his own life (Stack, Krysinska
and Lester 2007). Lisa’s reference to this song and its apparent connection to suicide is
another example of iconization, in which this particular song has become symbolic of the
high suicide rate among Hungarians. As a child Lisa does consider how her own death
would have enabled her to be with him, which is the subject matter of the song.
The loss of her father was particularly devastating for Lisa. In addition to losing a
parent, Lisa’s father’s death represented the loss of her only connection to her Hungarian
relatives, as her mother was not close to that side of the family and did not keep in touch
with them after her husband’s death. Lisa still feels this loss today. Responding to my
own descriptions of having been to Hungary every summer of my childhood, she
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compares her own situation of having lost her connection to her Hungarian side, “Not
really having that physical connection, you're a lucky girl!” Efforts to reconnect with her
Hungarian side included thinking about learning the Hungarian language, which she
describes as being “inside of [me].” Describing her own depression in terms of its direct
relationship to her father’s death was a way of socially contextualizing her experiences in
efforts to make sense of them, and describing the Hungarian language as being “inside of
her” is another example of iconization in which she associates the language with being
Hungarian.
Such narratives of a disruption of a sense of belonging, reflected in stories of a
loss of control, loss of connections to physical places and the past, and personal losses, all
reflect ways of placing depression narratives in social and cultural contexts. Hungarian
cultural values of the importance of physical place (Akçali and Korkut 2012) and the past
(Hann 2015) exacerbate the trauma of such losses. As these women engage in recalling
narratives of depression in their families and in their own lives, which is integral to the
sense-making process when faced with illness (Kleinman 1989, Kangas 2001), they note
the trauma in the stories of Hungarians not being recognized for their discoveries and
inventions, as Cynthia describes, and in the loss of connection to physical places, as Lisa
and Zsófi note in their understandings of land loss. Social and cultural contextualization
was a way of understanding such traumas.
In addition to the cultural and social contextualization of depression, the narrative
construction of Hungarian identity was a way of coping. In this particular trigger
category, stories that referenced the collective traumas of the Treaty of Trianon, the
Revolution of 1956, and the remainder of the Communist years, in particular, were
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narratives that reflected the construction of the Hungarian Traumatic Cultural Identity.
Iconization was apparent here as participants associated being Hungarian with these
narratives, which were narratives of trauma, in particular. Noting the potentially
protective aspect of ethnic self-identification in terms of mental health (Smokowski et al.
2014), the sense-making aspect of these narrative tools and the ways in which they
reinforced the particular Hungarian identity presented in this study must not be
ignored. Making sense of illness, as Kangas (2001) states, is integral to coping–even if
the narratives involved are those of a traumatic nature.
Negative Worldview
Family stories also reflected the presence of a collective, generational negative
worldview among Hungarians, which was seen by participants as a contributor to
depression in their families and among Hungarians in general. The collective,
generational nature of this worldview was revealed by stories that contained
characterizations of Hungarians as a whole as a negative, pessimistic people; this
melancholy and pessimism was seen as a generational trait, shared among family
members and passed down from parent to child cyclically. Irvine and Gal’s (2000)
process of iconization, in which this negative worldview expressed in narrative is
associated specifically with being Hungarian, is apparent here.
Melancholy, pessimism, and “expecting the worst” among Hungarians
Cynthia spent childhood summers in Hungary, riding the “vasut” (Hungarian
railway) to visit her many cousins, aunts, and uncles throughout the northwestern region
of Hungary. Her family is from the bordertown of Győr, which is very close to Austria,
and many of her relatives still live in that region. When asked what it was like visiting
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and spending time with her Hungarian relatives, Cynthia described an emotional scene in
this interview excerpt:
Cynthia: When you’re home [in Hungary], I mean, first of all you have to kiss everybody
1700 times. It's like somebody walks in the room, you kiss 'em, you kiss 17 people. And
then, in my family, it's like, you get there and they start crying. It's like, ‘well, why are
you crying?’ ‘Because you're only here for 10 weeks!’ [laughs] It's, like, can we start
crying two weeks before I leave?
Katarina: So, pretty emotional people?
C: Very emotional. It's so, they're...growing up you know, your friends were Irish, or I
dunno, Mexican or whatever. It's like, we have all of these fiestas, they're loud and there's
cooking, and I'm like, "you guys got nothing on the Hungarians!" I mean, here's a
depressed, really grimy, grimy country, everything's black and filthy and, and decimated,
and shelves weren't always full, but I've never seen a happier group of people when they
got together. And then, it's like, couple of courses in, couple of glasses of wine later,
everyone's like crying about great grandfather dying in... whatever. Whatever war it was
like a hundred years ago. I mean, we have to go back, we'd start out all real happy, and
then we'd end up [talking about] all the dead people who came before us [laughs].
Cynthia finds humor in this particular story, but she went on to describe many family gettogethers characterized by such despair in this interview. The expression of emotions,
especially melancholy, negativity, and pessimism, were to characterize many of
Cynthia’s vignettes about family life in Hungary. One instance describes a visit to some
extended family, “So when I started going we would end up going to visit all my
grandmother's aunts and uncles...and these were like some really, really, really old ladies,
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I mean the babuskas who wore the black and the scarves and they'd sit there and they'd
see my grandmother and they'd see my mom and they had absolutely no idea who I was,
but it was like, all of a sudden everyone would like crying, and whimpering, and wailing,
and, like… ‘This a good time!’” [laughs]
Cynthia’s family stories were replete with instances of melancholy, pessimism, and dark
humor. Cynthia related these emotions to what she thinks the ultimate roots of Hungarian
depression are: “I guess it is our deep, deep melancholy. You can hear it in the cries of
the violin and I can cry in an instant, really empathetic. I don't really even know if it's
empathetic, but even though I was born and raised here I immediately go to the dark
side...Maybe it's an Eastern-European thing because we've been overrun by so many
people for so long, that whenever you think you're happy and even when you're happy
you just can go really deep and dark really quickly.”
To Cynthia, depression was not present only among her family members, but
seemed to be a distinctively Hungarian phenomenon: “I think it's just common, because
the women and men that my mom and dad were friends with from '56 on, Erzsi néni
[Aunt Erzsi] was in an ideg-kórház [inpatient psychiatric hospital] here in Seattle, Évi
néni has problems az idegeivel [Aunt Evi has problems with her nerves], Magdus néni
and Zoli bácsi were both like idegleg, "messed-up," so, I found the study you're doing
fascinating when I started thinking about all of the people I grew up with, going, ‘man,
what a bunch of really neurotic and high-strung people, it would be great for a reality
show!’[laughs]”
Viktoria, first generation Hungarian born and raised in Budapest, was perhaps
most convinced that the Hungarian collective worldview is negative and pessimistic in
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nature and that high rates of depression are connected to these tendencies. To her,
depression is part of being Hungarian, “I think it is part of our national consciousness. It
is in the Hungarians’ blood.”
Both Cynthia and Viktoria are engaged in a process of iconization here,
associating being depressed directly with being Hungarian, and Viktoria even associates
it with something that is biological among Hungarians by referring to Hungarian “blood”
in addition to depression being part of the national consciousness of the country.
Generational trauma and depression
Cynthia characterized her mother and her siblings as all “like that”–meaning they
all shared depressive, pessimistic traits, particularly as they got older. Cynthia’s answer
to the question of Hungarian depression lies in their “deep, deep melancholy.”
Depression in Zsófi’s family was certainly generational as she narrated stories of her
orphaned grandparents, whose negative childhood experiences and subsequent depression
characterized family life for their children and grandchildren. Similarly, her father’s
depression—triggered largely by his time spent in Communist labor camps and the loss
of his carpentry business—defined life for his daughter who was forced to go to high
school in a nearby town rather than in Szeged due to her father’s refusal to feign loyalty
to the Kádár regime. Being forced to relocate highschools had a negative impact on
Zsófi’s mother’s childhood. Lisa sees the Hungarian worldview as passed down
generationally through stories. Viktoria sees the Hungarian worldview as “absolutely
negative,” characterizes Hungarians as incredibly pessimistic and quick to imagine worstcase scenarios, and attributes the continued existence of these traits to generational cycles
of depression and pessimism.
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Cynthia describes a generational aspect of depression in her family, something
that was shared among family members, particularly her mother’s generation, “And, you
know, you could just get her in a lather, all freaked out about anything and everything
and her sisters were like that, too, and she has a couple of brothers who were like that and
I thought should've been on meds, but they weren't, and they would, they'd get very, very,
um, so stressed and tense that they'd get themselves physically ill, and, you know, my
mom, my mom went through all sorts of things where she'd end up in the hospital
because she'd get all worked up, and then, then of course everyone starts calling, and then
they start talking and then they spend and hour-and-a-half just crying, and I don't know
how they understand what the other person is saying, because they're literally gasping for
breath thinking the other one is gonna die. And I'm thinking, ‘you're all gonna die
because you're not breathing!’”
Lisa also recognizes the prevalence of depression among Hungarians and
perceives it to be generational. Her father died when she was very young but memories of
him include his temperamental nature. He was often happy but would easily become
depressed. She remembers, “He'd be swinging us around the room dancing one moment,
and then crying the next, literally! Emotions were very close to the surface…” As for her
own emotional nature, she wonders where her easily depressed nature comes from: “As
far as the depression thing, I've wondered sometimes, is this something innate in me?
Because I can go from one day, creating art, being romantic, and dancing, having a great
time, and the next day...my ‘winder’ wound down. It's not a tired thing, it's not a physical
thing, I think it's truly an emotional thing, and it's like, well, that stinks! Why can't I have
more of a balanced thing? So I have wondered about that, a lot, especially since I've had
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my daughter, because the first thing you want to be is a good, healthy role model, and I
can't be here one day and there the next, because that's going to be really confusing and
not fair, you know, and, um, so I've wondered that stuff. It's gotta come from somewhere,
it doesn't just happen.”
Viktoria experienced the pessimistic nature of the Hungarian worldview through
her caretakers. Their pessimism was reflected in her grandparents’ insistence that she not
learn to drive, “don’t do this, don’t do that, everything is dangerous.” Her
characterizations of the people that raised her are generational: “I think it’s a generational
[hereditary] thing. So if your parents are depressed, the children will be depressed.
Sometimes you are able to step out of the generational cycle, but mostly Hungarians are
very, truly depressed...This is a generational thing. Trauma and depression–they are
generational in Hungary...This is reflected in politics, it’s reflected in the media, it’s
reflected in the press, and this has been going on for centuries.” It is important to note
Viktoria asserts many times that the nature of depression and negativity in the collective
Hungarian worldview is generational, and that the generational cycle is difficult to leave.
Cynthia spoke of generational differences in the Hungarian worldview from when
she was a child compared to what she sees now, “And, the generation that was my
parents' age and my cousins that are in their late 60's and 70's, it's a much darker...they're
very dark, where the next generation, still in their 20's, 30's, early 40's, they're more lighthearted. I don't wanna say that the older generation wasn't light-hearted, they were a lot
of fun. But they were just a little bit darker and kinda always expecting things to go
wrong. So this new generation, they're a little lighter, but they don't trust the system,
they're still very distrusting, and they still don't think they can make a difference which
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I've found kind of sad, but I feel a lot more hope for them than for the older generation.”
While Cynthia’s characterizations of the two different generations were different, she did
describe the generational nature of the mistrust and pessimism towards “the system,” a
mistrust that was passed down from parent to child.
Cultural contextualization of depression‒an effort to make sense of depression‒
was apparent in descriptions of the negative Hungarian worldview as participants made
sense of depression relative to relationships, Hungarian history, and Hungarian cultural
values, similar to what Kangas (2001) describes as “the use and contemplation of shared
cultural knowledge regarding the illness” (77), the “cultural knowledge” being the
particularly Hungarian pessimism, negative emotions, and expectations of the worst.
In addition to social and cultural contextualization, participants made use of
narrative identity construction in an effort to make sense of depression. This particular
trigger category reflected Irvine and Gal’s (2000) identity-forming processes of fractal
recursivity, or the construction of an opposition based on linguistic practices, and
iconization, which is the association of a particular language practice with a particular
group–both components of the construction of language ideologies and identity and in
this case, Hungarian Traumatic Cultural Identity. Cynthia actively engages in fractal
recursivity as she separates Hungarians from other ethnic groups in her descriptions of
raucous and emotional family gatherings. Descriptions of neurosis and crying, again
described by Cynthia, were associated with being Hungarian—again, the narrative-based
process of iconization—as was Viktoria’s sense that depression is in the Hungarian
“national consciousness.” All four participants were engaged in iconization, as they
attributed the prevalence of depression to it being a generational phenomenon specific to
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Hungarians. Such narrative processes described the Hungarian Traumatic Identity which
was integral to understanding depression.
Memories of Collective Traumas
Finally, family stories contained many historical references to collective trauma in
Hungary as potential triggers for depression. “Collective trauma” is defined here as
experiences represented in collective memories that Hungarians recognize as having
impacted the nation negatively and have become part of collective identity, similar to
how Eyerman (2001) describes collective trauma in the context of the formation of
African-American identity: “The ‘trauma’ in question is slavery, not as institution or even
experience, but as collective memory, a form of remembrance that grounded the identityformation of a people” (1). Carlson and Rosser-Hogan (1991) have linked collective
trauma to depressive and anxious symptoms in a study of the psychological effects of
cultural traumas and Rechtman (2000) notes that “there is a close relationship between
the individual’s clinical history and the collective history of his/her ethnic group” (404).
It is through cultural knowledge of collective Hungarian traumas such as the Treaty of
Trianon, the Revolution of 1956, and the Communist years that study participants
explained triggers for depression in their families, contextualizing stories within this
cultural framework.
Collective traumas experienced by Hungarians, in the context of family members
sharing family stories or in participants’ tangents, were often spontaneously brought up
during interviews. Cynthia’s parents often mentioned historical traumas in the collective
Hungarian psyche such as the Treaty of Trianon, the Communist years and the
Revolution of 1956. Zsófi characterized the Treaty of Trianon, one of the most common
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trauma memories in Hungary (Gerner 2007), as “always part of the depression
conversation” and describes the treaty’s lasting impacts on Hungary’s economy and
families splintered due to the border rearrangements. Zsófi also considers the Socialist
years to be a national trauma. Finally, Viktoria’s sense of the generational nature of
collective trauma could be due to trauma of the Treaty of Trianon as she explores a
potential correlation between the loss of land, cultural and economic resources, and
depression.
Trianon
Participants brought up the memory of the collective trauma of the Treaty of
Trianon as a possible source of depression in their families. They also mentioned this
collective trauma narrative as a trigger for depression among Hungarians in general. This
was a way of understanding depression triggers by contextualizing them in the Hungarian
cultural memory, or as Kangas describes it, referring to cultural memory as a form of
“shared cultural knowledge regarding the illness” (2001: 77).
Zsófi was actually first to mention a connection between any collective traumas
experienced by Hungarians and depression, noting the negative effects it had in multiple
facets of society. She brought up that “[Trianon] is always a part of the depression
conversation. That those big territories were cut up. It, you know, it affected lots of
family tragedies, families cut apart, and businesses cut apart, so it had a big effect on the
economy, and society.” Further discussing Trianon in the context of Trianon trauma, she
notes that “Losing, for example, losing Transylvania, there was maybe the biggest source
of minerals for Hungary. Hungary's agricultural country, our mineral resources, like
metals, oil. It was a big loss. And the big hills and the woods and there are gold mines.
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And, like 2 million people. Two million Hungarians. It's a lot, compared, to the, to the
size of the country, because it's just 10 million people.” Zsófi understands the prevalence
of depression among her fellow Hungarians in the context of cultural memories of lost
livelihoods, separation of families, and economic losses for all of Hungary.
Cynthia’s parents remembered Trianon as “one of the first times Hungary was
sold out.” While her parents more often made references to WWII and the Revolution of
1956, events they were actually alive for, their references to Trianon painted the event as
one of trauma as they proclaim “El adták Magyarórságot!” which translates to “They
gave Hungary away!” (“They” refers to the Allied Powers who decided the ramifications
of the treaty). As with Zsófi’s understanding of the event they connect their cultural
knowledge of Trianon to collective traumas, and while they were not alive for the event,
they still engaged in the reproduction of the narrative of the event as traumatic experience
for Hungarians collectively.
Viktoria explores a potential link of Trianon to depression, noting that “there is
probably some kind of correlation, but not really a concrete one. It could contribute to it,
but is not the sole reason...Trianon was a huge blow. We lost so much land.” While
Viktoria’s sense of the connection between the collective trauma of Trianon and
depression is less robust than what other participants noted, she still makes the
connection between the loss of land resulting from Trianon and the negative impacts it
had on Hungarian society. Ultimately, participants often took advantage of the shared
cultural knowledge of Trianon and its associated trauma in explaining collective
depression in Hungarian culture.
The Revolution of 1956
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The memory of the Revolution of 1956 was often brought up in Cynthia’s family
as a collective Hungarian trauma. Typical of conversation in her family were collective
memories such as “the '56 Revolution where we basically kept the Soviets back for 10
days, um, you know, first overthrow of the Russians, way back when…” Cynthia’s
explanation of this particular trauma brought out some intense emotions in her as she
described films documenting the bloody event, which brought tears to her eyes during the
interview. Indeed, the revolution was what made Cynthia’s parents decide to immigrate
to the United States and was one of the major reasons for her mother’s depression. Her
parents’ friends in Seattle were also “56’ers”, or people who were essentially refugees
escaping from the Communist system, many of whom suffered from depression, anxiety,
and visits to the hospital for mental-health related reasons. Such understanding of
depression triggers was another instance of the use of cultural memory as a cultural
knowledge system in explaining disease etiology.
The Communist Years
The Communist years were brought up in addition to the Treaty of Trianon and
1956 in family stories about depression triggers. These cultural memories of the
oppressive Communist system were ways of understanding depression triggers in a
historical Hungarian framework of trauma due to half a century of Soviet occupation.
Stories of Zsófi’s grandfather’s experiences in Communist work camps were
major factors in his depression. Although he was mostly unable to talk about what he
witnessed in the camps, Zsófi did have one conversation with him about his experiences
when she was young, which she did not talk about in any interviews. These many
experiences—her grandfather was taken away to work camps on four occasions—were
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enough to negatively affect his mental health, as she notes: “He was, um, he was offered
to lead some carpenter factory over there in the town, but he refused, and, um, for this
reason he was always neglected because he couldn't be part of the system, and then in the
50's he was taken again to some work lager [camp] in, into the mine. He was, they took
him in the middle of the night, and he disappeared for month[s]. He had his wife and his
children, and he was gone. Nobody knew how long, and what's happening. Then, he
returned, he was badly hurt, by his, you know, not physically, his heart.”
As for her own understanding of how Communism may have been linked to
depression in her family, Zsófi notes that “I think [Trianon] was the biggest trauma, and
of course the other biggest trauma was when Hungary was occupied by the Soviets and
became Communist which was not our natural way...Generally speaking, what we
experienced is that Communism, um, they destroyed all of the family businesses and big
businesses and had a very big impact on people's morals, and people were forced to work
in these Communist jobs...so Communists had a bad impact on morals and destroyed
industry…” While Zsófi was quite young for the years of Communism she was alive, her
cultural knowledge of the event allows her to attribute instances of depression in both her
family and in Hungary in collective terms to the Communist years.
This particular trigger category reflected social and cultural contextualization of
depression in that participants drew on Hungarian cultural knowledge of the three
described traumas—their understandings of the historical contexts in which they
occurred, as well as the political and cultural aftermath of said traumas—in attempting to
make sense of depression.
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The trigger category of collective Hungarian traumas was perhaps most
representative of the three narrative-based processes that are involved in identity
formation as described by Irvine and Gal (2000). The three processes of iconization,
fractal recursivity, and erasure were all apparent in the references made to collective
Hungarian traumas of the Treaty of Trianon, The Revolution of 1956, and the Communist
years, as well as in the lack of any references made to Hungarian complicity in the
Holocaust.
Iconization—the sense that the traumas expressed in the narratives affected
Hungarians in particular, despite the fact that all three events or series of events had
impacts on other groups of people—appeared in such descriptions of the traumas as
Cynthia’s parents’ admonitions that Hungary had been “sold out”, or that the narrative of
the violence of the 1956 revolution was something only Hungarians experienced (not the
Soviet soldiers sent to fight the revolutionaries, for instance). Further iconization
appeared as these women, particularly Zsófi, described the Treaty of Trianon as
something that negatively affected Hungarians in particular. In discussing the Treaty of
Trianon she described, at length, the material and social losses, as well as loss of power
that Hungary suffered–while engaging, at the same time, in an erasure of the experiences
of the many other ethnic groups who were also part of the former Austro-Hungarian
Empire that were affected by the treaty. The “trauma” of Trianon, which has become a
reoccurring theme among conservative politicians in contemporary Hungarian politics in
recent decades since the dismantling of the Soviet Bloc (Jungwatanawong 2014), can be
traced to the loss of political hegemony as the Austro-Hungarian Empire dissolved and is
represented in the processes of iconization in which participants associate Trianon with
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Hungarian loss. At the same time, the process of erasure is apparent as experiences of
other ethnic groups who were also part of the former Empire are ignored, particularly in
the context of “Magyarization” (Pytlas 2013: 167) or forced Hungarian cultural and
linguistic assimilation of Slovakians in the former Empire, are ignored in favor of the
idea of Hungarian suffering due to Trianon.
This separation, then, of Hungarians from other people also involved in the
traumas are part of the process of fractal recursivity that assumes that Hungarians were
particularly affected by the trauma, not others. Erasure of any trauma experienced by
Hungarians who were members of the Communist party, particularly during the
Revolution of 1956, was also apparent. And finally, the erasure of the trauma of the
Holocaust experienced by Hungarian Jewish victims, survivors, and the descendants of
both of these groups is the third narrative-based process involved in this identity
formation of the particular Hungarian Traumatic Cultural Identity. This narrative-based
identity, with its three components, provides an important means of understanding
depression in the contexts of these women’s lives and in the family stories they grew up
with, as well as the particular Hungarian cultural world of historical traumas.
Limitations of the Study
There were a few limitations to the data sample and methods of data collection.
The main limitation was that the sample size could not be representative of the entirety of
the Hungarian experience with depression, even if they were associated with Hungary
ethnically. The sample size of four participants was quite small. The small size was due
to lack of Hungarians in Bellingham and to travel limitations. The fact that two of the
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study’s participants were 2nd generation and two of them were immigrants posed some
limitations as to consistency across the sample.
Chapter Nine: Conclusion
While the high suicide rate among Hungarians has dropped in the last few
decades, it remains one of the highest in the European Union (Székely et al. 2013).
Depression, which has been linked to suicide in Hungary, remains high as well (Szanto
2007). It is important to consider lay beliefs of causes of depression as well as historical
and cultural contexts among Hungarians to add to the clinical knowledge if such a
problem is to be remediated, particularly in the context of Hungarian immigrants and 2nd
and 3rd generation Hungarians in the United States. Counselors and other mental health
professionals should know about such culturally specific triggers, or at least be able to
screen for them, if they are to provide adequate treatment and care for depression.
This study’s particular focus has been on the ways in which Hungarians make
sense of depression using a two-fold process of both contextualizing their experiences
relative to their social and cultural worlds as well as the narrative processes involved in
identity formation. Participants actively drew on knowledge available to them in family
stories as well as in the Hungarian cultural context to understand their and their family
members’ illness experiences. At the same time, the women in this study participated in
three important practices of iconization, fractal recursivity, and erasure, all of which
worked together to produce a particularly Hungarian Traumatic Cultural Identity.
Participants most often brought up stories of a disruption of a sense of belonging,
collective and generational negativity in the Hungarian worldview, and collective
traumas as experienced by Hungarians as triggers for depression.
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While such illness beliefs might not necessarily characterize views typical of
Hungarians living in Hungary, immigrants and children of immigrants have important
perspectives as far as the prevalence of suicide and depression among Hungarians and
can provide insight into the immigrant experience. Indeed, being an immigrant had a
profound effect on Cynthia’s mother, as the loss of her home caused her to experience
depression from the moment she emigrated to the United States. The immigrant and/or
refugee experience of mental health is thus an important factor when considering health
outcomes for people recently having migrated to the United States, especially given the
fact that Hungarians in the United States have the highest suicide rates among Hungarian
immigrants (Voracek 2006).
Situating stories of depression within anthropological theory and methods of
analysis—particularly within the literature on cultural knowledge systems of health and
illness—can connect such individual instances of suffering to larger societal phenomena
such as ethnicity in the European context, both historically and in contemporary Europe.
Ethnicity and its relationship to mental health have not been extensively examined, and
participants often mentioned collective traumas in the collective Hungarian memory as
triggers for depression in their families. Collective traumas in the Hungarian context are
intimately tied up with nationalist narratives and are often further reproduced by right
wing, nationalist politicians. Identifying how such narratives of collective traumas might
interact with mood disorders has important implications for treating depression in the
Hungarian context.
The emphasis on the ways in which stories help people understand origins of
illness is most important here. Without such cultural knowledge to help us make sense of
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our experiences, it would be difficult to understand the various reasons that people
experience depression, anxiety, and other mood disorders. Paying attention to such stories
has the power to change the ways in which people get help for such conditions and is
very important in the clinical encounter.
In terms of further research, it would be useful to apply analysis of family stories to
other ethnic groups with high rates of depression and suicide to gain an understanding of
culture and family specific triggers. Similarly, the triggers identified in this study might
provide useful perspectives in both scholarly and practice endeavors regarding depression
and other mood disorders. Finally, the recognition that cultural knowledge systems provides
ways of understanding illness experiences in the immigrant and descendant context could be
researched further within the context of different ethnic groups in the United States.
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Appendix A
Interview questions, initial interviews, April 2014
Basic family information
1. From which part of Hungary does your family originate?
2. How long have you been in the U.S., or how long has your family been here?
3. How large is your immediate family? How large is your extended family?
4. Do you have family still living in Hungary?
5. Why did you or your family emigrate to the U.S.?

Family culture
1. What kind of family you grew up in? How is your family unique from others?
2. Do any particular family stories come to mind that might be representative of what
your family is like?
3. Do you have any “sayings” or phrases that are repeated in your family often and that
characterize your family?
4. Do you have any family stories you remember hearing often as a child?
5. Who tells family stories most often?
6. Do you have any particular “characters” or members of your family who are often
remembered and/or celebrated for their quirkiness?
7. Are there any members of your family that get along particularly well because of any
shared personality traits?
8. Can you describe personalities of your other family members?
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Depression in the family
1. Have you ever been depressed?
2.

If so, how would you define it?

3. What would you say are triggers for depression?
4. Do you talk about depression with any family members? If so, which ones?
5. Do you know of anyone else in your family that has experienced depression?
6. Do you think Hungarians tend to be more depressed than other nationalities in Europe?
7. Are there any particular Hungarian expressions you know of to describe depression?

Second interview questions, April-June 2015
Collective trauma in Hungarian history
1. How would you characterize collective Hungarian identity?
2. Does “Trianon trauma” exist?
3. If so, in what ways? Is it present in media, politics, and/or individual people’s narratives?
4. Has the idea of Trianon trauma changed over the years?
5. As an immigrant, what does the idea of Trianon trauma mean to you—assuming it exists?
6. What kinds of stories of Hungarian history did your family tell while you were growing
up?
7. Why does the memory of Trianon continue to be such a prevalent idea among
Hungarians?
8. What other collective traumas exist in the collective memory of Hungarians?
9. Are there different perspectives on how Trianon ought to be remembered?
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Appendix B
Informed Consent
→Purpose of the Study: This goal is to understand how the retelling of family stories helps
Hungarian-American women cope with their experiences of depression. Of particular interest
are the meanings and perspectives of depression that family stories contribute to the
experience of depression itself.
→Research Procedures: The research procedures to be followed include conducting openended interviews lasting one to one and a half hours. If the researcher deems it necessary,
follow-up interviews will be requested of participants. With consent of the participant,
interviews will be recorded but used only for purposes of transcription. Following
transcription, recordings will be deleted.
→Explanation of risks: The risks associated with participating in this study are similar to
the risks of everyday life in that the probability and magnitude of harm or discomfort
anticipated is not greater, in and of itself, than that encountered in daily life. If you
experience any mental discomfort, we recommend you see a mental health professional.
→Explanation of benefits: By participating in this study, you will be contributing valuable
data to an understanding of the importance of family stories in the Hungarian-American
context as well as to the field of oral history narratives. This project would contribute
understandings of culturally- and contextually-specific triggers and symptoms of as well as
responses to depression, specific to the Hungarian community, to the field of medical
anthropology which would be useful in the diagnosis and treatment of depression among
Hungarians. Further theoretical contributions will be made to the field of narrative and
folklore under the larger umbrella of anthropology. Additionally, participants will get the
chance to have their family stories transcribed in the final product.
→Questions: If you have questions about this study, please contact Katarina Gombocz at
gombock@students.wwu.edu or at (605)-202-0264 or the faculty advisor for this project, Dr.
Joan Stevenson at joan.stevenson@wwu.edu or (360)-650-4787. Questions about subjects as
rights as research participants should be directed to: Janai Symons, Research Compliance
Officer (RCO), (360) 650‐ 3082. In the event the subject suffers any research related injuries
or adverse effects as a result of participation in the study the primary researcher and/or RCO
should be contacted.
→Participation: Participation in this study is voluntary and you are free to withdraw your
consent at any time without penalty.
→Confidentiality: Confidentiality will be maintained in this study. In the final product,
pseudonyms will be used to maintain confidentiality of the participant. The transcripts and
data will be stored separately from the informed consent forms on a password-protected
computer.
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→Exclusions: Participants must be 18 years of age or older.
→A copy of this consent form will be given to you to keep.
I understand the above description and agree to participate in this study.
________________________________
Participant’s Signature

_____________________
Date

_______________________________
Participant’s Printed Name
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